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The suppression of unwanted railway vehicle vibrations and the reduction of
maintenance costs associated with tracks and wheels are two vitally important objectives
for the railway industry. The trade-off between passenger comfort and trackwear, which
has long plagued railway vehicle dynamicists, arises from the Primary Yaw Stiffness’s
propensity to inhibit the wheelsets to yaw, increasing slip and hence increasing forces
at the wheel-rail contact patch, yet decreasing the acceleration of the carbody. Active
railway vehicle control methods have successfully been implemented, to reduce the need
for a high Primary Yaw Stiffness. However, with the introduction of the inerter, scope
for passive control, which does not run the risk of measurement error or require power
input to deliver similar benefits, has greatly expanded. This thesis studies the extent to
which the inerter can be of benefit to both the curving and straight running performance
of railway vehicles, by way of the optimisation of inertance-integrated passive suspension
layouts. A variety of modelling approaches are employed, most notably numerical
simulation and optimisation in MATLAB®, and more accurate, nonlinear analysis
using the multi-body railway vehicle modelling software VAMPIRE®.
A two-axle railway vehicle model is considered in MATLAB®. Straight running
and curving performance is analysed by respectively subjecting the vehicle to a variety
of straight, rough tracks, and a curve defined by ramped cant and curvature inputs. It
is shown that the trade-off between passenger comfort and trackwear can be improved
through the use of optimised, inertance-integrated lateral suspensions, with a further
improvement discovered when an optimised HALL-Bush structure is used in the
longitudinal direction. With the aim of validating the initial results, a location matrix
technique of dynamic system simulation is developed which enables Laplace domain
optimisations to take place on linearised VAMPIRE® models.
The final section of this thesis combines MATLAB® and VAMPIRE®, for respec-
tively optimisation and multi-body dynamics modelling purposes. It demonstrates that
the Primary Yaw Stiffness of a four-axle, industrial railway vehicle model can be signif-
icantly lowered, hence wheel and track maintenance costs decreased, whilst optimised
inertance-integrated primary suspensions enable the ride quality to remain satisfactory.
The structure-immittance approach to network-synthesis is used to identify beneficial
suspension configurations, and numerous contact conditions and velocities are consid-
ered in the optimisation to cover a wide range of operating conditions. Further reality
checks are performed on the vehicles with beneficial suspension configurations, the
results of which reveal no significant detriment to other performance indices.
The findings of this project form an intermediate step towards the anticipated
adoption of inertance-integrated suspension systems by the railway industry. These
devices, if tailored and incorporated correctly, have the potential to significantly reduce
track and wheel maintenance costs, as well as improve stability for future generations
of rolling stock.
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From the introduction of flanged wheels, and the coning of the wheel-tread in the early
19th century, to the developments in active suspension control using tilting mecha-
nisms and magnetic levitation in recent decades, the railway industry has undergone
substantial changes in its 250 year history. Initially, fundamental problems concerning
guidance, the kinematic oscillation, and material strength presented major engineering
challenges. However, towards the latter part of the 20th century, as vehicle speeds
increased, and experimental, analytical and numerical modelling capabilities rapidly
expanded, the focus slowly shifted towards other aspects, such as preventing instabili-
ties and improving the environmental impacts of vehicles by decreasing maintenance
costs, and nationwide electrification.
With such a variety of performance criteria to optimise railway vehicles for,
numerous trade-offs exist when it comes to their suspension design. One of the most
troublesome of these trade-offs concerns curving and straight running performance.
When a railway vehicle is subject to curving conditions (which include a curving radius
and track cant angle), the rolling radius difference (rrd) between the left and right
wheels on each wheelset results in creep forces occurring at the wheel-rail contact patch.
These forces, which increase when the curving radius tightens, are usually presented
as an energy loss in the form of the parameter Tγ , and increase the propensity for
the track and wheel material to wear and succumb to Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF).
Under straight running conditions, the main inputs affecting dynamic vehicle behaviour
are the undesirable irregularities in the tracks’ dimensions (i.e. lateral, vertical and
gauge variations). In general, the passenger comfort and stability are usually assessed
purely under straight running conditions, as the tracks’ transition period under curving
is rarely the highest contributing factor to passenger comfort.
The vehicle’s Primary Yaw Stiffness (PYS), the sum of the stiffnesses in the
longitudinal direction (direction of travel) between a wheelset and its corresponding
bogie, plays a significant role in determining the vehicle’s curving and straight running
performance. In general, a higher PYS decreases a wheelset’s propensity to yaw, thus
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allowing the wheelsets to position themselves more radially (becoming less parallel
with one another). This increases the wheelset’s steady state lateral displacement in a
curve, and in turn increases wheel-rail forces at the contact patch, degrading trackwear.
However it also improves passenger comfort due to the less rigid overall connection
between the carbody and wheelset.
Research into active and semi-active control and steering systems, including the use
of tilting carriages and Independently Rotating Wheelsets (IRWs), has proven fruitful
in terms of balancing the stability and desire for passenger comfort improvements.
These systems, however, have high actuator power requirements, are susceptible to
measurement error, and have high fault tolerances, making them more expensive than
purely passive suspensions, with higher risks and power usage. An attractive alternative
to these costly active systems is to pursue an intelligent and systematic approach
to passive vibration suppression. The HALL-bush, a device with both a static and
dynamic stiffness, is already in use in the primary longitudinal suspension of a number
of vehicles, and addresses, to a limited extent, the performance trade-off described
above. A relatively new mechanical device, named the inerter, has the potential to
improve passive railway vehicle vibration suppression capabilities yet further.
First conceived and formally developed in 2002, both academically and experimen-
tally, and then used in-secret in Formula One until 2008, the inerter is a two-terminal
passive mechanical element which resists acceleration, much like a damper resists
velocity, and a spring displacement. The reaction force produced is proportional to the
relative acceleration between the terminals, with the proportionality constant named
inertance, measured in kg. Manifesting in many designs (rack and pinion, ball-screw,
fluid passageway, mechatronic inerters for example), an inerter’s inertance need not
extensively correlate with its mass, due to system gearing; this up-scaling makes
inerters attractive and applicable to a wide variety of dynamic systems. The main
benefit that inerters bring to the field of vibration suppression is that they complete
the electrical-mechanical, force-current analogy (being analogous to a two-terminal
capacitor) thus allowing any passive mechanical impedance to be synthesised, and
widening the capabilities for vibration control.
Inertia-like mechanisms have been around for centuries in the form of mechanical-
flywheels, flowing fluid and acceleration resistance in general, however the concept has
only been studied from a mathematical and circuit-theory point of view for the past
two decades. Modern inerter-type devices are steadily making their way into many
engineering systems and their identified applications are wide ranging. From their
initial use in Formula One and then general automotive systems, to their anticipated
adoption by the civil industry in the form of Tuned-Inerter-Damper (TID) structures,
a wide range of industries can see their potential. A vast amount of research and
testing is needed though for such a step change to be warranted and implemented,
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especially in the railway industry, where such large, heavy and expensive vehicles exist
and such a complicated set of system interactions occur.
Within the railway vehicle dynamics literature, inerters have already proven to be
valuable assets to suspension design. It has been shown that vehicles’ critical speeds
can be increased with the adoption of parallel inerter layouts in a range of suspension
locations, and that significant passenger comfort improvements can be obtained by the
use of inerters in both the lateral and vertical suspension. Research also suggests that
actuator force requirements can be reduced in semi-active skyhook-damping based
systems with the inclusion of mechatronic inerters, and, in a separate study, that
contact patch forces can be reduced whilst levels of passenger comfort are maintained
(quantified by the system’s least damping ratio). Broadly speaking, however, these sets
of analyses have been performed on simplified models, with simplified system inputs.
There is a need, in this line of research, for more realistic models to be studied, with
more realistic inputs (such as track irregularities), and a wider range of cost functions
(such as both curving and straight running performances, and other vehicle assessment
criteria).
To this end, this thesis will explore the extent to which optimised inerter-based
suspensions, which are incorporated into the primary bush, can improve the perfor-
mance of railway vehicles from a trackwear, passenger comfort and stability perspective.
Employing numerical simulation and optimisation techniques in MATLAB® and the
commercial railway vehicle modelling software VAMPIRE®, a variety of beneficial
spring-inerter-damper suspension configurations will be explored initially for a simple
two-axle vehicle, and then for a more complex four-axle vehicle. These configura-
tions, which can be thought of as variants of the traditional trailing arm bush layout,
are shown to respectively permit the concurrent improvement of both curving and
straight-running performance in the simplified model, and more significant track-





Although widely considered to be a Victorian invention, the dynamic analysis of
railway vehicles and their interaction with the track and the surrounding environment
is extremely complex, and a variety different methods are used to assess the vehicles’
performance and behaviour, and model the system dynamics. A relatively new, passive
mechanical device, named the inerter, has the potential to benefit railway suspensions
to a great extent. However, the size and complexity of both the overall railway industry
infrastructure, and railway vehicles themselves, means that significant financial and
passenger experience improvements need to be proven possible with inerters, both
theoretically and experimentally, before their adoption by companies.
This section begins by discussing important challenges in railway dynamics, most
notably the trade-off between straight running and curving performance. Passive and
active railway vehicle suspensions are then reviewed before the inerter is introduced
as an attractive addition to springs and dampers in mechanical suspension networks,
significantly increasing vibration suppression capabilities. Applications of the inerter
to date in both academic literature and industry are assessed, and then, more generally,
the three main passive vibration approaches are reviewed and critiqued. Research
concerning how the inerter can be implemented in railway vehicles specifically is then
reviewed, with relative merits stated. Finally, the overall motivation for this thesis is
laid out, the main aims are laid out, and the contents of each chapter is outlined.
2.1 Railway vehicle dynamics trade-off
The trade-off between reducing the lateral acceleration of the vehicle body (referred to
as the carbody in this thesis) whilst on a straight track and reducing the magnitude
of the wheel-rail creep forces under curving conditions has long been problematic.
When a railway vehicle travels around a curve, a decreased static longitudinal stiffness,
and therefore a decreased Primary Yaw Stiffness (PYS), results in a reduction in the
energy lost due to friction at the contact patch, quantified by the commonly used
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parameter Tγ [1]. Tγ can also be defined as the wheel-rail tangential force multiplied
by wheel-rail tangential creepage, or the energy lost at the contact patch. Reducing
Tγ leads, for moderate values of Tγ , to a reduction in Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF),
which in turn reduces the maintenance costs related to the tracks and wheels, and
the overall Network Rail Variable Usage Charge (VUC) [2]. See Section 2.2.1 for a
more detailed explanation on how both the RCF and wear components of general
trackwear vary with Tγ . The VUC includes a calculation of the marginal cost of rail
surface damage caused by rail vehicles based on the Tγ for a variety of curving radii.
A decrease in PYS, however, can lead to a loss of stability and an increase in the
lateral acceleration of the vehicle body during straight running conditions, causing a
deterioration in passenger comfort as the wheelset and the carbody move increasingly
independently from one another. A loss of stability is also problematic from a safety
perspective, as this would make the vehicle more susceptible to derailment and increase
the risk of it being blown over in gales. The concepts of Tγ and VUC are discussed





























(b) A simple schematic of a four-axle rail-
way vehicle.
Fig. 2.1 Simplified generic plan views of two-axle and four-axle railway vehicles,
showing the carbody, wheelsets and bogies. P represents the approximate locations of
primary suspension elements, and S represents the locations of secondary suspension
elements. More accurate diagrams can be seen in Figs. 3.2 and 3.6.
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2.2 Railway vehicle suspension development
2.2.1 Passive railway vehicle suspension designs
Considering a typical bogied passenger vehicle, with four-axles (see Fig. 2.1(b)), the
primary suspension connects the wheelsets to the bogies, and the secondary suspension
connects the bogies to the carbody. Freight vehicles are often single-stage, or two-
axle (see Fig. 2.1(a)), as they do not have to adhere to as strict passenger comfort
standards; however around half of the current freight rolling stock are multi-stage. The
terms primary bush and trailing arm bush are used interchangeably, and refer to the
rubber bushing structure which connects the wheelset to the bogie. The default lateral
component of this comprises a static spring in series with a damper which exhibits
a certain compliance. The PYS comprises primary suspension stiffness components,
more specifically, the longitudinal stiffness of the trailing arm bush and the longitudinal
component of the shear stiffness, which acts in all six DOF (Degree(s) of Freedom).
The work of [3] provides an overview of railway vehicle suspension development.
Examples of literature detailing the continued development of passive railway
vehicle suspensions are detailed as follows. The analysis of [4] focuses on a secondary
vertical suspension component which comprises both a rubber element, and a coil
spring; named together as a mix. Modelling both nonlinear elastic components, as
well as viscous and friction aspects, the study concludes that high hysteresis rates
occur in the spring’s force-displacement characteristic. These rates are exacerbated
further by an increased displacement input and excitation frequency, which in turn
leads to stiffness dominating viscous damping aspects. For ride comfort evaluation
and prediction purposes, a finite element vehicle model was proposed and developed
in [5], with the frequency domain results correlating well with standard ride comfort
predictions based on measurements. The standards by which bogie yaw resistance
(measured using the X-factor method) is quantified were put into question when an
analysis of a multi-stage vehicle, including flexi-coil springs with tilting spring pads
[6], concluded that the bogie yaw resistance, as well as the quasi-static guiding force,
was highly dependent on cant deficiency, hence vehicle curving speed. It is likely,
therefore, that the vehicle model used in the latter part of this thesis [7] also exhibits
this sensitivity. The research of [8] analyses the vertical vibration of a relatively
simplistic triple-bogie railway vehicle model, with the aim of optimising the damping
ratio. It is concluded that, when considering pitch and bounce carbody accelerations,
a compromise in the damping ratio is required for optimum overall performance. An
important point is made in this analysis; namely, that carbody accelerations are highly
dependent on where on the carbody they are measured, and that they normally increase
with increased vehicle forward velocity; however local maxima may be observed due to
the filtering effects arising from the wheelsets.
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The HALL-bush and the RCF damage function
A recently introduced passive vibration suppression technique which, to a certain
extent, alleviates the trade-off described in Chapter 1 and Section 2.1 is the use of the
HALL-bush structure in the longitudinal suspension (see Fig. 2.2). Discussed in detail
in [9, 10], and developed by Freudenberg Schwab, the HALL-bush (derived from the
German Hydraulisches Achslenkerlager, which translates as Hydraulic Radial Arm),
is a bushing device with cavities in the rubber which contain hydraulic fluid. These
provide internal damping in the longitudinal direction, resulting in a high (dynamic)
stiffness at higher frequencies (straight track disturbances), and a low (static) stiffness
at lower frequencies (curving). In the work of [10] it is refereed to as a Frequency
Selected Stiffness (FSS) device. An inerter (introduced in Section 2.3 and used widely
throughout this thesis) of the fluid variety differs to a HALL-bush by using helical
tubing to create an inertial effect.
The HALL-bush has been shown to enable a reduction in PYS, thus reducing
trackwear, and maintaining a satisfactory level of passenger comfort [9, 10]. It has
already been implemented in some vehicles to date, and could also allow for a lower
wheel conicity profile to be used, without excessive flangewear becoming an issue.
However it is also suggested in [9] that, for certain tight radius curves, the damage
caused by Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF) could increase with the use of the HALL-bush.
It is suggested in [9, 10] that difference in the static and dynamic effective stiffnesses
within a HALL-bush can be around an order of magnitude, however further work on
how the ride comfort and vehicle stability is affected is necessary to establish this.
Fig. 2.2 A CAD drawing of the longitudinal suspension HALL-bush device, with the
fluid passageways visible in yellow, inspired by the design seen in [9].
As alluded to earlier in this section, the RCF (crack growth) and wear (wearing
away of material) at the contact patch interact in a non-trivial manner. Figure 2.3
details the Whole Life Rail Model (WLRM) [11–13] which combines the interactions
of the two phenomena into a damage function.
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The differing rates of increase of RCF and wear (Fig. 2.3(a)) lead to Fig. 2.3(b)
where the two effectively compete. Point A is the fatigue threshold, at region A-B
only RCF occurs, at region B-C wear increases at a faster rate and cracks are partially
worn away, and from point C onwards there is sufficient wear to completely remove
all cracks. Later on in this thesis, to simplify the analysis, the term trackwear is used
as a general measure of a combination of wear and RCF, and the energy loss Tγ is
used to quantify it. It should be noted therefore that any device placed in the primary
suspension allowing the PYS to be reduced may reduce Tγ in the B-C region, hence
causing an effective increase in RCF, but a decrease in wear).








(a) The rate of increase of RCF and wear damage, both defined as
positive for clarity.











(b) The overall RCF damage function, showing how RCF and wear
interact.
Fig. 2.3 The two important plots representing the Whole Life Rail Model (WLRM),
I.E. how RCF and wear interact to form an overall damage index. Point A is the
fatigue threshold, between A and B only RCF is present, between B and C the wear
rate is higher than the crack propagation rate hence the overall damage index decreases
to zero at C, and above C wear dominates and RCF is not an issue.
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2.2.2 Active railway vehicle suspension control
Active railway vehicle control methods have been successfully established, addressing
both straight running and curving performance, and other performance criteria. Whilst
improved vibration suppression can be achieved using active rather than passive
suspension components, risks such as measurement error and actuator malfunction,
as well as problems associated with high power requirements and low fault tolerances
have prevented the wide-spread application of these solutions.
The articles of [14] and [15], written at the turn of the millennium, detail how
the field of railway dynamics was progressing towards a control engineering rather
than a mechanical engineering domain, as it had been or centuries previously. It
showed how the tilting of carriages can benefit both passenger comfort, and curving
performance, if implemented correctly. It also highlighted the point, however, that if
tilting mechanisms over-used, or used too perfectly (i.e. if effectively passengers do not
perceive any centripetal acceleration, or cant deficiency, whilst curving) the process
backfires, and the passengers become more susceptible to motion sickness.
A control system for a two-axle railway vehicle with Independently Rotating
Wheelsets (IRW) is presented in [16] and [17] , with inputs being that of yaw torque
and the feedback element being the relative rotation speed of the wheels on the same
axle. Active control systems that use feedback mechanisms such as angle of attack or
wheel-rail deflection, are deemed too impractical and expensive. The simplistic control
scheme brings down wheelset displacements under curving conditions, eliminates flange
contact, even on low speed curves, and improves the passenger comfort. A relatively
higher overshoot in wheelset lateral displacement is observed but the steady state
displacement is almost 80% lower than that observed in the default. This would result
in a significant reduction of surface wear.
The work of, [18], undertaken by the same authors as the previous two pieces
of literature, develops an robust H∞ control technique on a two-axle IRW vehicle
designed to provide enhanced curve following performance as well as improve the
ride quality. Natural, average variations in vehicle parameter values have been taken
into account, along with worst-case creep and conicity combinations, and, although
again lateral wheelset displacement overshoots have significantly increased, the steady
state values have decreased by roughly 50%. A reduction of this magnitude would
significantly reduce the longitudinal creepage, and hence Tγ . Furthermore, it is argued
that although the torque demand would be very high, the average power would be low
due to the actuator velocity.
The use of lateral pneumatic actuators connected to the vertical secondary sus-
pension, with the aim of providing a centring system is analysed in [19]. Lateral
carbody overshoots and settling times were found to be significantly reduced with the
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use of this technology, and the lateral displacement of the carbody at the level of the
secondary suspension also decreased. Another H∞ control system is considered in [20],
in the case of tilting mechanisms in a high-speed railway vehicle, whilst a skyhook
damping strategy is employed in the lateral secondary suspension. The resulting tilt
actuator, lateral actuator, and anti-roll bar enable the vehicle to meet all necessary
performance requirements, most notably that sufficient ride quality can be guaranteed
under straight running conditions, and in curved transitions, the lateral carbody
acceleration overshoots are significantly reduced. Finally, active steering measurement
systems are studied and developed in the work of [21]. From a control standpoint,
the study explores and identifies a number of sensing opportunities, develops fault
detection and isolation schemes, and explores cant deficiency estimation methods. It
should be noted that the method by which random track irregularities are simulated
in this thesis is inspired by the track input method developed in [21].
2.3 Inerter-based passive vibration suppression
2.3.1 The inerter
The inerter is in the process of revolutionising the discipline of passive, and to an extent
active vibration suppression by vastly expanding the range of realisable suspension
structures. After being officially introduced at the beginning of the millennium, and
used in Formula One under the pseudonym J-damper, it currently has many industrial
applications. This section details the general concept behind the inerter and explores
the different types of inerter.
General concept
The electrical-mechanical force-current analogy, first introduced by Firestone [22],
has long been known to be incomplete, as, whilst an inductor and resistor can be
respectively mapped to a spring and damper using this analogy, a capacitor cannot
be fully mapped to a mass; this is because one terminal of the mass is effectively
grounded for it to be allowed to be accelerated due to Newton’s Second Law, whereas a
capacitor can be connected across two voltage lines. The inerter, a two-terminal passive
mechanical device proposed by Smith in 2002 [23], completes this analogy by exhibiting
the property that the reaction force it produces is directly proportional to the relative
acceleration between its terminals. The aforementioned electrical-mechanical analogy
also states that velocity difference is analogous to voltage, and therefore the mechanical
inerter is analogous to the electrical capacitor using circuit theory; the ideal property
of a capacitor is that the current flowing through it is proportional to the derivative of
the voltage across it, and the ideal property of the inerter is that the forced exerted by
it is proportional to the derivative of the velocity difference across its terminals.
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The fundamental equation which captures the inerter’s dynamics can be written
as
F = b(v̇1 − v̇2), (2.1)
where b is the device’s inertance, measured in kg, v̇1 and v̇2 are the accelerations
of each terminal, and F is the reaction force produced by the device. The benefits
of the inerter’s introduction to the field of both electro-mechanical circuit theory
and vibration suppression are demonstrated in Smith’s breakthrough study [23], and
summarised below
• With the introduction of the inerter, any one-port positive-real impedance can
be passively synthesised using classical electrical network synthesis theory. This
widely increases the scope for vibration suppression as a far wider range of passive
mechanical structures can be produced. Hence, mechanical networks combining
inerters, springs and dampers can theoretically describe any positive-real transfer
function [24].
• The inertance of a device need not correlate with its mass, or more specifically,
the mass of the element of the device which is responsible for producing the
inertance effect, such as the flywheels or moving fluid. This means that very
high inertances, which are required for large dynamic systems such as in railway
vehicles or buildings, can be produced, by the use of gearing in ball-screw inerters
and differences in orifice size in fluid inerters for example.
• Unlike how a mass is introduced to a system, such as a Tuned Mass Damper
(TMD), an inerter does not require a virtual ground to achieve the electro-
mechanical force-current analogy.
Types of inerter
The first types of inerter to be introduced were based on flywheels, using their inherently
significant inertia to provide acceleration resistance effects. These, shown respectively
in Fig. 2.4 can take the form of a rack and pinion, [23, 25], and ball-screw.
Rack and pinion inerters, more so than ball-screw inerters (see Fig. 2.5), are prone
to suffer detrimental effects due to friction and backlash within the gears, producing
potentially unquantifiable system nonlinearities [25, 26]. These detrimental effects
manifest themselves respectively as excessive gear mechanism wear, which inevitably
reduces the device’s Mean Time Before Failure (MTBF), and induced phase lag, which
makes modelling of the realistic overall system more problematic. Ball screw inerters,
where the inertance is determined by the pitch of the screw thread and the inertia of
the flywheel are less prone to these effects, and it is shown in [27] that a device of 2 kg
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(a) Rack and pinion inerter.
(b) Ball-screw inerter.
Fig. 2.4 Schematics depicting the two most common flywheel variants of the inerter
device; reproduced from [25].
in mass, but with an inertance of 75 kg is commercially available (2017). The work of
[28], which assesses the impact of ball-screw inerter nonlinearities on suspension design,
nevertheless shows that backlash, friction, and elastic effects still occur. However,
backlash can be significantly reduced, or potentially eliminated using one of the four
methods describe in [29] during the manufacturing process.
Fig. 2.5 A ball-screw inerter, built at the University of Bristol, with its outer casing
removed to enable adequate visibility of the threaded rod.
It is clear from the above assessment that both ball-screw and rack and pinion
inerters inherently struggle to function exactly as modelled, especially after experi-
encing significant amounts of cyclic wear. The presence of moving parts also causes
maintenance costs to be very high, and hence the industrial applications of flywheel
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based inerters are limited [30]. To this end, fluid based inerter devices have become
more and more popular and attractive in recent years. They have the advantage of
possessing a very limited number of moving parts, heavily reducing material wear and
hence increasing the MTBF.
The work of [31] proposes the first style of fluid inerter, which makes use of a
hydraulic motor. It takes the form of a piston cylinder, where one terminal of the
inerter is the cylindrical body and the other the piston, and makes use of the pressure
difference either side of the piston when the terminals are subject to an equal and
opposite force. This pressure difference drives the hydraulic motor, providing inertance
to the device. Experimental testing in [31] concluded that the device performed well
and to a good degree of accuracy when compared with the theoretical model. Another
effective type of fluid inerter, proposed in [32], makes use of fluid flowing in a helical
channel, and the difference in its cross sectional area and the cross-sectional area of




Fig. 2.6 A fluid inerter, made up of a piston, cylinder, and helical channel; reproduced
from [32].
It is derived in [32] that the inertance is independent of the velocity of the fluid





where m is the mass of the fluid in the helical tubing, A1 is the cross sectional area of
the main cylinder, and A2 is the cross-sectional area of the helical-tubing. It should










ρ is the density of the fluid, l the total un-coiled length of the helical tubing, and
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m = ρlA2. (2.4)
Nevertheless, according to Eq. (2.2), the inertance is proportional to the fourth power
of the ratio of the two radii. Hence, it can be envisaged that large inertances can be
produced with relatively moderate radial differences. The parasitic damping, which
occurs in the above fluid inerter due to the viscous effects in the fluid, is modelled well
by a damper in parallel with the inertance, and in exacerbated by a smaller helical
tubing diameter.
Research presented in [30] proposes both a lumped parameter hydraulic model
and the equivalent mechanical model for a fluid inerter similar to that shown in [32]
(see Fig. 2.6). Also, a general theoretical model identification procedure is proposed,
using linear velocity testing. The multiple models are validated against the tested
prototype and a good agreement was observed.
2.3.2 Passive vibration suppression methodologies
With the introduction of the inerter in Section 2.3.1, it was shown that not only
is the electro-mechanical force-current analogy complete, but that the range of pas-
sive absorbers that can be realised has expanded, resulting in far greater vibration
suppression possibilities. The way in which the parameters of the springs, dampers
and inerters are chosen depends on how the specific layout is proposed. It should be
noted that configuration refers to the topological arrangement of springs, dampers and
inerters along with parameter values, beneficial or optimal configuration refers to a
configuration with optimised parameter values, and layout, or network, refers only to
the specific topological arrangement. The design of optimal suspension (or vibration
absorber) configurations can be undertaken in three ways: the structure-based approach,
the immittance-based approach, and a recently introduced combination of these, the
structure-immittance approach, all of which are briefly discussed in this section.
Structure-based approach
The structure-based approach can be thought of as the most simplistic of these three
approaches. The topological arrangement of each candidate network is predetermined,
and the element values (which are given realistic upper and lower boundary constraints)
are optimised for a certain cost function. The decision on the topological arrange-
ment for a given application is normally made based on previous research, or if the
simulation time is sufficiently computationally efficient, a large number of layouts
can be investigated. Before the introduction of the inerter, only spring, damper and
mass elements were available for investigation. A popular layout, the Tuned Mass
Damper (TMD), which consists of a mass connected to the host structure by a parallel
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spring and damper, established itself as an effective building vibration absorber in
tall buildings which are frequently subject to wind and earthquake induced vibration.
Fig. 2.7 shows four common inerter-based suspension networks, with symbols k, c, and
b denoting stiffness, damping and inertance parameter values respectively. It should
be noted that the devices connect different mass terminals within the structure, and
for the majority of optimisation cases, there exists a static, parallel stiffness element
which has little potential to vary, such as a structural component of building. This











Fig. 2.7 Four common passive vibration absorber layouts.
• Layouts (a) and (b) respectively represent a parallel spring-inerter-damper, and
a spring in parallel with a series inerter and damper topology. A leading example
of their use in the literature is in the work of [33], where they were shown to give
respective earthquake-based vibration reduction improvements of 55% and 58%
when applied across the lower floor of a building.
• A Tuned Viscous Mass Damper (TVMD), shown in (c) was developed as a novel
seismic control device in the research of [34]. In this analysis, an optimisation
procedure which minimised the peak amplitude of the resonance curve was used
to successfully reduce vibration. It was found however that for ground motions
with long periods of vibration, the performance of the TVMD, compared with
the original system, degraded slightly.
• Layout (d) is the only layout shown with a series inerter. Emerging from the TMD
concept, this device, named the Tuned Inerter Damper (TID) was studied in [35]
and shown to be effective at building vibration control, when the high achievable
mass-ratios (between the inertance and the building mass) were exploited.
The main advantage of the structure-based approach is that individual component
parameters are varied directly, and parameter constraints can be applied. Parameter
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constraints arise for many reasons (e.g. cost, space, and simply attainability). However,
the main disadvantage to this method is that many layouts, which have the potential
to be beneficial configurations, are not considered.
Immittance-based approach
Fundamentally differing from the structure-based approach to vibration absorber
design, the immittance-based approach synthesises optimised positive-real system
immittance, or impedance, functions to networks using network-synthesis theory. The





where F and u denote respectively the force produced by the device, and the relative
velocity between the terminals, and F̃ represents the Laplace transform of F for
example. The numerator and denominator coefficients of the immittance functions are
optimised for system performance, then network synthesis theory, detailed in [36, 37],
is used to create equivalent beneficial configurations.
The theorem introduced in [38] which states that any positive-real immittance
function can be constructed in a network consisting of resistors, inductors, and capaci-
tors can be extended from the electrical domain to the mechanical domain using the
force-current analogy introduced in Section 2.3.1. The complexity of the immittance
function is predetermined and depends on the order of the numerator and denominator.
Functions of reduced complexity, where the numerator and denominators are of first or
second order, are exploited for their benefits in terms of weight and space constraints in
[39, 40]. Whilst these usually produce simpler configurations, with high computational
efficiency, synthesised higher-order immittances have been proven to be more beneficial
in terms of general theoretical system performance [41, 42]. Recent research in this
topic which investigates bi-quadratic (second-order) absorbers is detailed in [43–45].
The benefits of this method, which manifest in the large number of explorable
network layouts, need to be balanced with its drawbacks. The main downside to
the immittance-based approach is that a large number of elements are sometimes
required to synthesise certain positive real immittances. This is a presents a significant
problem from a manufacturing perspective. Also, as alluded to previously, constraints
on elements’ parameter values are permitted.
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Structure-immittance based approach
The structure-immittance technique combines the advantages of the two previous
methods, whilst avoiding as much as is feasibly possible their negative aspects. First
introduced in [46], the method allows the user to choose the number of each element
that occur in the layout, with resulting transfer functions containing information on
the network topology and element values; thus one can explore many different network
topologies in a systematic manner. For example, choosing 1 spring, 1 inerter and 1
damper (1k1b1c), results in 8 possible network topologies. The approach uses a general
procedure (based on series-parallel network theory, utilising many springs which can
take optimisable values, or ∞ or 0 depending on their location) to form the structural
immittance of the device. The red sections of Fig. 2.8(b) and (c) respectively show the
four networks that can be created (with the 1k1b1c condition) with the damper and
















(c) Generic network 2.
Fig. 2.8 The default suspension network, and the two generic networks (in red) which
can be used to make up the eight layouts consisting of one inerter, one damper, and
one spring. The black spring denotes a static spring, normally a structural element.
The expressions,
L(s)GN1 =
bc(1/k1 + 1/k4)s3 + bs2 + cs+ k2
b(1/k1 + 1/k3)s3 + c(1/k4 + 1/k3)s2 + s
, (2.6)
L(s)GN2 =
bcs2 + b(k3 + k4)s+ c(k2 + k4)
bc(1/k1)s3 + bs2 + cs+ k2 + k3
, (2.7)
denote these layouts’ respective immittance (or admittance) functions used in the
optimisations. The optimisations are set up in a manner such that all 8 available
combinations are systematically explored. Note that admittance refers specifically to a
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device’s force to velocity transfer function, whilst immittance refers to the concept of
admittance and impedance (reciprocals of one another).
The analysis of [46], which is not limited to the mechanical domain, goes on to
apply the novel technique to the fields of building vibration suppression and vehicle
suspension, finding that the structure-immittance approach can respectively better the
structure-based approach and the use of a TMD by over 20%.
2.3.3 Applications of the inerter
Automotive
Although the concept of the inerter from an academic standpoint was public knowledge
from 2002 [23], its first application was in fact of a secretive nature. In 2005, McLaren
Mercedes introduced the inerter to their Formula One vehicle suspension under the
pseudonym J-damper [47, 48]. They found that using a parallel spring-damper-inerter
configuration could improve grip and handling performance, and other racing teams
became perplexed as to how such fast times were being recorded. Kimi Raikkonen’s
victory at the Spanish Grand Prix is widely attributed to the inerter. In 2007, the
true identity of the J-damper was rumbled during the infamous spy scandal between
Renault and McLaren [49], however the connection between Formula one and the
inerter was only made public by the Autosport Magazine articles [50] and [51]. The
confidentially agreement between the University of Cambridge and McLaren was finally
lifted in 2008 as the inerter was becoming commercially available, and the work of
[52] defines the inerter as The missing mechanical element, whilst also providing a
thorough analysis of its function and benefits.
Outside of Formula One, theoretical and experimental academic research work
which rapidly developed the inerter’s popularity continued in earnest from the early
2000s, initially in the field of automotive engineering. The work of [53], which investi-
gates the use of numerous passive suspension struts, including inerters, in a generalised
quarter-car and a full vehicle model, concludes that improvements of around 10% are
achievable for measures such as ride, handling, and tyre normal load. Both single
and multi-objective optimisation methods were implemented in this analysis, and
moreover, the advance in phase, which is expected from inerters, is demonstrated
experimentally using a full inerter prototype. This work is further consolidated in [41],
where inerter-integrated suspensions in a quarter-car model are optimised by utilis-
ing characterisation of positive-real constraint using matrix inequalities. This allows
higher order immittances to be optimised over, producing superior dynamic vehicle
performance improvements. The work of [54], which develops an analytical global
optimisation algorithm, proves that the outcomes of the multi-objective optimisations
in [53] are indeed global minima.
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Further multi-objective optimisation is performed in the research of [55] which
details that suspension deflection is a main limitation for tyre grip and ride comfort per-
formance criteria, when using a variety of inerter-based configurations. A mechatronic
strut which includes a ball screw inerter and a permanent electromagnet, hence is
analysed by both mechanical and electrical networks, is proposed for vehicle suspension
in [40]. It is experimentally validated, with necessary nonlinearity modifications made,
and is shown to be an effective vibration suppressor by utilising higher order system
immittances. A stricter optimisation procedure (which used international standards of
permitted acceleration levels) was used to optimise an inerter-based suspension in [56],
and in [57] a series inerter layout in the secondary suspension suspension, resulted in a
mild reduction in vehicle body acceleration, and tyre normal load.
The dynamic performance of motorcycles also has the potential to be improved
by the inerter. Analysis undertaken in [58, 59] yields potential reductions in vibration
amplitude at the two main primary lateral oscillatory modes: wobble and weave. This
is a particular important line of research as motorcycles are prone to resonant forcing
and wobble and weave modes can occur at a wide range of speeds. Research on the
use of active and semi-active systems incorporating inerters is increasing, and results
can be found in [60–63].
Aerospace
Not limited to automotive systems, the inerter has also proved to be popular in
aerospace research. Problems such as wing flutter and landing gear shimmy can not
only prove extremely dangerous, but also significantly compromise the sector financially
from a fatigue perspective. It is shown in [64] that gust loads, which manifest as
bending moments, in truss-braced wings can be moderately alleviated by use of an
optimised TID within the truss structure. This research also suggests that the inclusion
of an inerter enables the required damping value to reduce considerably, to a viable
level. The impact of inerters on landing gear shimmy vibration was researched in [65],
and it was concluded that whilst inerters can reduce settling time and natural frequency,
their influence and benefits largely depend on the inertance range and the dimensions
of the landing gear device. Insight was gained in [66], which expands on the work
of [65], as to how inerters affected the shimmy suppression when applied to different
landing gear models. The use of inerters in aircraft using systematic optimisation
procedures is heavily researched in [67–70], which not only consider aircraft landing
gear shimmy vibration, but also touchdown performance.
Civil
A rich set of literature exists for how the inerter can be applied to building vibration
suppression; it is often thought of as an extension to the TMD concept. Initially known
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as the Tuned Vibration Absorber (TVA), patented in 1911 as a device for damping
vibrations of bodies [71], and further consolidated to include a parallel damper for
system tuning by Den Hartog in [72], the TMD creates, with the use of a secondary
mass connected to the host structure, an anti-resonance at the host structure’s natural
frequency, drastically reducing vibration amplitudes. TMD analysis can be found in
many studies [73–76], and furthermore, the feasibility of nonlinear TVAs are assessed
in [77–80].
The field of building vibration suppression has seen a rapid increase in inerter-
related research in recent decades. Building on the results previously mentioned in [33],
the work of [81] proposes a more complicated and higher order inertance-integrated
suspension structure, further improving the building’s earthquake performance. Also
in this work, it is found that the performance of a prototype ball-screw inerter is far
more consistent with theoretical modelling at lower frequencies. It is suggested that
this is because of inerter nonlinearities such as backlash and friction; however, this is
unlikely to be problematic when considering the low frequencies experienced in building
vibration. Inertia like elements named inertial dampers and dynamic masses in [82]
and [83] respectively have been proven to improve building vibration control, and the
TMVD (previously introduced in [34]) again uses ball screw inertia-like properties
to provide mass amplification. The TMVD concept was extended further in [84] to
include more advantageous modal analysis, further improving the multi-DOF building’s
modal responses.
The introduction of a series inerter paved the way for the concept of the TID as
an alternative to the conventional TMD. The work of [35] introduces the TID concept
and builds on the conventional TMD tuning methods proposed by Den Hartog [72].
The analysis concluded not only that the most desirable location for positioning the
TID was between the first and ground floors, but that the use of gearing in the inerter
devices meant that high inertance vs storey mass ratios can be achieved, improving
seismic performance, and relieving the need for very large masses (required for TMDs).
A TID positioning between the first and ground floors reduces structural loads, when
compared with a TMD placed at the top of the building, and as the structure acts as a
damper at high frequencies, it is highly beneficial across a large frequency range. The
concept of an electromagnetic TID (E-TID) is introduced in [85]. Obtaining similar
performance benefits to the conventional TID, its power requirements are outweighed
by the vibrational energy harvested, and hence there is scope for this extra energy to be
used for the building’s structural health monitoring. The Tuned-Mass-Damper-Inerter
(TMDI), which is similar to a TID structure, but includes a mass as well as an inertance
element, and nominally is placed in the upper stories of buildings, is studied at length
in [86–90].
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The incorporation of inerters to civil engineering systems other than buildings
has also been researched, but to a lesser extent. In [91, 92], it is shown that a
series inerter can reduce wind and wave induced loads in floating offshore wind turbine
structures, and the work of [93] demonstrates that a general system’s vibration isolation
performance can be enhanced with the addition of an inerter in parallel with the rest
of the suspension-like, or connecting structure. Cable systems also can benefit from
inerters, as shown in [94], where it was shown that, for a finite-element taut cable model,
inerter based absorbers provided increased vibration reduction over traditional viscous
dampers for over multiple modes. The TID concept was applied to cable vibration
suppression in [95], and, again, was shown to be a viable alternative to viscous dampers.
The improvements were seen both in terms of the mid-span cable displacement, and
the frequency response, when the cable was subject to earthquake loads. Finally, it is
suggested in [96] that inerters should be incorporated into hybrid cable networks, as the
use of TIDs increases the deformation of stay cable-bridge cross-ties, thus improving
vibration dissipation. Mechatronic inerters were deemed to benefit optical tables in [95]
where Disturbance Response Decoupling (DRD) techniques were utilised to effectively
isolate ground disturbances with inerter-based passive suspensions.
2.3.4 The inerter in railway vehicles
A number of pieces of research to date have studied the application of inerter-based
suspensions in railway vehicles, in a variety of different parts of the suspension, and
with different performance criteria. This section provides an assessment of these
studies.
The work of [97] assesses the extent to which the inerter can increase a vehicle’s
critical speed; which is defined as the maximum forward velocity such that all eigen-
values of the system matrix remain in the left-hand-plane. Placed first in the lateral
suspension of a 12 DOF vehicle, either in parallel (S2) or in series (S3) with the lateral
damper, it was found that including an inerter in fact made little difference to, or
decreased the critical speed in the vast majority of cases (varying PYS and lateral
damping). These suspect results could be due to the fact that the carbody was fixed
during the analysis. Wang et al. go on to analyse a more realistic 16 DOF vehicle
modelled in AutoSimT M , and conclude that it is possible to increase the critical speed
by multiple placements of a parallel inerter layout at a variety of suspension locations,
with stiffness and damping parameters tuned. However, it should be noted that the
potential critical speeds quoted are far faster than the fastest speed a train could hope
to achieve, very high damping rates are required, and that no other system perfor-
mances (carbody acceleration, passenger comfort, settling-time, curving performance
and other legal requirements) are assessed.
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It is shown in [42] that two simple inerter-based structures (identical to Fig-
ures 2.7(a) and (b)) can bring benefits to passenger comfort, but not dynamic wheel
load. The same research also utilises the immittance-based method of suspension
optimisation to synthesise higher order absorber immittances, thus achieving better
performance. An assessment of inerter nonlinearities, including backlash, concludes
that in reality a slightly poorer performance would occur, however inerters would still
significantly benefit the system overall.
In [98], a parallel inerter layout in the vertical suspension of a 28 DOF Autosim
railway vehicle model was identified to be beneficial to the vehicle’s critical speed,
settling time and passenger comfort. Further improvements were identified when
simulations with a mechatronic inerter were performed, and the mechatronic network’s
properties were verified experimentally.
Another piece of research which uses inerters in conjunction with active mecha-
tronic vibration control strategies [99] demonstrates that combining vertical inerter-
based suspensions with a skyhook damping strategy, in a two-axle railway vehicle,
results in an active force requirement reduction of 50% when an improvement in vertical
passenger quality of 30% is stipulated.
The work of [100], which concerns the dynamics of a two-axle railway vehicle,
aims to improve its vertical ride quality through optimised inerter based suspension
implementation, without over-increasing suspension deflection when the vehicle for
example encounters a track gradient. Random track input data is used, using filtered
white noise, as well as a 2% gradient and acceleration limit, and it is concluded that the
beneficial inertance-based suspension structure is depended on where on the carbody
the vertical acceleration is measured. When using an inerter in parallel (alone) with
a series damper and spring, the benefits are of a medium amount, at all carbody
locations. However, when using an inerter, spring and damper all in series, the benefits
manifest mainly at the leading and trailing position of the carbody. It is found that
with the most beneficial configuration, the vertical displacement of the front of the
carbody increases slightly from the default case, however the deflection is still well
within legal limits.
The analysis of a two-axle railway vehicle in [101] investigates only curving
performance, using the yaw stiffness as the cost function for the lateral suspension
optimisations, whilst ensuring the least damping ratio and ride quality remain at
least as good as for the default layout. It concludes that it is possible to allow the
yaw stiffness to be reduced by 33% and 45% for lateral suspensions which contain
respectively a single parallel inerter, and a parallel and series inerter. This would
result in a reduction of forces at the contact patch forces, with inerter-based lateral
suspension configurations keeping the ride quality as good as the default value.
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A two-axle, single bogie, 7 DOF railway vehicle is considered in [102], and lateral
and vertical ride quality is assessed using stochastic track inputs. It was concluded
that passenger comfort improvements can be obtained by implementing the series
damper-inerter structure into both the secondary and primary lateral suspensions.
The research presented in [103] concerns a two-axle railway vehicle model, and a
thorough analysis is undertaken of the benefits which a variety of optimised inerter-
based structures can achieve in the lateral and vertical suspensions. A horizontal
plane model is first studied, and it is concluded that structures with single parallel
ineters perform are more superior at reducing lateral RMS carbody acceleration than
series inerter structures. Inerter end stiffness and damping effects are then taken into
consideration, and although the improvements decrease slightly, the overall trends still
exist. The vertical dynamics are found to be improved with inerter based layouts,
however to a lesser extent.
Finally, a detailed review and summary of the benefits that the inerter can bring
to both bogied and two-axle railway vehicles in terms of stability, passenger comfort
and trackwear can be found in [104]. This section has shown that the inerter has
great potential to improve railway vehicle performance, but the pieces of literature
analysed also highlight how complicated railway vehicle dynamics situations can be,
in terms of the number of performance criteria available (trade-offs) and enormous
scope for extra modelling. Further research is required in the discipline of inerter-based
multi-objective optimisation, or in general, an awareness of many other vehicle aspects
such as testing for legal requirements, and the use of a wider range, and more realistic
track input and contact conditions.
2.4 Research motivations
In Section 2.1, the classic trade-off between curving and straight running performance
in railway vehicles was introduced. One of the underlying problems when designing
vehicle suspensions is determining a PYS appropriate for enabling adequate vehicle
stability without overly increasing contact patch forces. It was observed in Section 2.2
that although active railway vehicle suspension systems are inherently more superior
than passive systems at both vibration suppression and stability improvement, the
large amount of power which is required for the various actuators makes them expensive
to run. Furthermore, risks such as actuator malfunction, measurement error and the
low fault tolerances required make their wide spread application problematic. There
will always exist a trade-off between high-cost (higher risk) active methods producing
excellent performance, and lower cost (lower risk) passive methods producing poorer,
or satisfactory, performance. However, it is anticipated that the inerter can bring
great benefits to railway vehicle suspensions in a passive manner, and a large part of
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this thesis is dedicated to determining the extent of these benefits. One of the major
themes in this study is therefore to investigate how much more of an improvement
the addition of inerters to vehicle suspensions can bring over the HALL-bush set-up.
It is imperative that a significant improvement is obtained in this regard due to the
huge infrastructure changes and financial considerations that will be required when
the inerter is disseminated industrially.
The inerter was introduced as an extremely beneficial suspension element in
Section 2.3.1, and the benefits demonstrated in a variety of engineering disciplines.
Widening the scope for passive vibration suppression by allowing any positive-real
mechanical impedance function to be synthesised, it is highly anticipated that optimised
inertance-integrated suspensions can, just as in the automotive and civil industries,
enable more superior system performance when it comes to railway vehicle suspension
optimisation. This thesis therefore focuses on suspension networks which include
all passive mechanical elements (springs, dampers and inerters). The three passive
vibration suppression approaches (structure-based, immittance-based, and structure-
immittance) are introduced in Section 2.3.2. This thesis makes use of the structure-
based approach and, as much as is realistically possible when combining an optimisation
tool (MATLAB®) with a piece of industrial software (VAMPIRE®), the structure-
immittance approach.
After detailing how much positive research and development has taken place
concerning the inerter device in a number of engineering disciplines in Section 2.3.3,
the latter portion of this literature review (Section 2.3.4) identified the potential
benefits that the inerter can bring to railway vehicles’ straight-running and curving
performances, concluding that investigations regarding how these two sets of criteria
can be bettered at the same time are limited. Furthermore, there are no studies which
combine an inerter-based lateral suspension with a HALL-bush longitudinal suspension,
and to date, inertance-integrated suspensions have not been investigated in the railway
vehicle modelling software, VAMPIRE®. No studies exist which use the PYS (inversely
correlating with curving performance) as the cost function. This will form a significant
portion of the latter part of this thesis.
Based on the above observations, this thesis has three main objectives:
• To investigate the extent to which inerter-based lateral suspensions can con-
currently improve passenger comfort and curving performance of a two-axle
vehicle.
• To accurately incorporate inerters into the modelling process of an industry
standard railway vehicle modelling software, VAMPIRE®, as well as devising a
method for determining the optimum parameters within the VAMPIRE® model
when the program is inherently built for analysis rather than optimisation.
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• To identify and investigate a range of inertance-integrated networks applied to
the primary lateral suspension of a realistic four-axle railway vehicle. Optimi-
sations will aim to reduce the PYS as much as realistically possible without
sacrificing other performance criteria such as stability, passenger comfort and
other performance requirements.
2.5 Thesis outline
Chapter 3 - Railway vehicle modelling techniques including the inerter
The first technical chapter of this thesis introduces the vehicle modelling and analysis
techniques which will be employed throughout, as well as demonstrating how the inerter
can be modelled in VAMPIRE®, with suitable numerical validation, and assessment
of end-stiffness effects. Concepts such as equivalent conicity, as a measurement of
the overall conicity of a particular track and wheel with nonlinear profiles, Tγ , as a
measurement of the energy lost at the contact patch, and RMS carbody acceleration,
quantifying the vehicle’s passenger comfort, will be introduced. A two-axle railway
vehicle modelled in MATLAB®, and a four axle vehicle modelled in VAMPIRE® are
introduced, and the means by which straight running and curving performance measures
are quantified for the former.
Chapter 4 - Two-axle model passenger comfort and trackwear enhance-
ment
Having established the main vehicle modelling techniques in Chapter 3, Chapter 4
demonstrates the potential of using passive, inerter-based lateral suspensions to con-
currently improve passenger comfort and reduce trackwear. A comparison is made,
in terms of the Power Spectral Density (PSD) between different types of track input
(real tracks with irregularities depending on the rated speed, and filtered white noise),
and it is concluded that real track data is most suitable, and therefore will be used
for the rest of the analysis in this thesis. An optimisation procedure which combines
patternsearch and fminsearch (for fine tuning of parameters) and allows interchangeable
Laplace domain suspension immmittance functions to be optimised over for reduced
lateral carbody acceleration, is established. The results of which conclude that, with
the default PYS, compared with the default spring-damper configuration in the pri-
mary lateral suspension, employing beneficial inerter-based configurations can improve
passenger comfort by up to 43%. If the PYS is reduced such that the trackwear is
improved, similar improvements in passenger comfort can still be achieved with lateral
inerter-based suspensions; for example, an improvement of 33% can still be achieved
with a 50% reduction in PYS. In addition to solely lateral suspension modification,
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the extent to which a HALL-bush longitudinal suspension can be of benefit (with and
without lateral suspension alterations) is assessed. This chapter concludes that when
an inerter-based lateral suspension is used together with a longitudinal HALL-bush,
the passenger comfort improvement rises to 40% (with a halved PYS). This relates
to a 25% improvement when compared with a non-inerter lateral plus HALL-bush
longitudinal set-up.
Chapter 5 - The location matrix method of railway vehicle simulation
Whilst the analysis of Chapter 4 is performed on a two-axle railway vehicle model
in MATLAB, the aim of Chapter 5 is to enable the optimisation of a more complex
and realistic railway vehicle modelled in VAMPIRE®. The location matrix method
of dynamic system simulation, which allows the user to implement and optimise
suspension devices at certain locations within large and complex dynamic systems, is
derived and validated using a two-mass MATLAB® model. Including a Laplace to
state-space time-domain transformation, this method allows can allow immittance-
based, structure-based, and structure-immittance based optimisations, avoiding large
transfer function matrix inversions, and algebraic loops due to inerters (which become
problematic when Simulink® is used). The main technique which it utilises is the
decomposition of the location matrix (which defines the coupling positions of the
suspension device in question) into either real, or fictitious states, which are adjoined
before the equations of motion are transformed to the time domain. The extent to
which the method can be applied to the four-axle railway vehicle, defined by exported
mass, stiffness and damping matrices, is then assessed.
Chapter 6 - Track friendliness improvement of a four-axle model
The final main chapter of this thesis focusses on the analysis of a realistic four-axle
railway vehicle model in VAMPIRE®. More specifically, it investigates the extent
to which the vehicle’s PYS can be reduced without increasing Root Mean Square
(RMS) lateral accelerations, by way of the optimisation of inertance-integrated lateral
suspension layouts within the primary, or trailing-arm, bush. The vehicle’s dynamics
are captured over a range of velocities and wheel-rail equivalent conicities, to reliably
simulate real-world running conditions, with the inputs being track irregularities (gauge,
lateral and vertical) which arise from the standard rough track rated at 160 kph.
As VAMPIRE® can solely be used for analysis and simulation, not optimisation,
MATLAB® is used to call VAMPIRE® at each optimisation iteration. Based on
these systematic optimisations, which make use of network-synthesis theory within
VAMPIRE®, several beneficial inertance-integrated configurations are identified. Using
linear conicity and linear creep laws (for computational efficiency), it is found that with
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such beneficial configurations, the PYS can be reduced by up to 47% compared to a base-
case vehicle, without significantly compromising RMS lateral carbody accelerations;
and at the rated velocity, the passenger comfort in fact improves. A PYS reduction of
this magnitude has the potential to result in a Network Rail Variable Usage Charge
(VUC) saving of 26%. Vehicles with these beneficial suspension configurations are
subsequently simulated with nonlinear wheel-rail contact data and using the square root
creep law, and whilst it appears that using linear contact information overestimates
the carbody accelerations, general trends still exist, and significant reductions and
consequent VUC benefits are still apparent. Further simulations are carried out to
investigate the optimised vehicles’ performance in curve transitions and when subject to
one-off peak lateral track irregularities, and peak counting assessments are performed.
Chapter 7 - Conclusions and future work
Overall conclusions of this thesis are drawn in Chapter 7, and a discussion is devoted
to the future research and testing which is required for the inerter to become an
established part of future railway vehicle suspensions.
Chapter 3
Railway vehicle modelling techniques including
the inerter
In this chapter we:
• Establish the two-axle MATLAB® railway vehicle model, and the respective
simulation methods used for both straight running and curving analysis.
• Derive how the RMS acceleration of the vehicle’s carbody is used to assess
passenger comfort, using both real track data, and a Random Track input
(filtered white noise).
• Introduce and derive Tγ as a measure of trackwear under curving conditions,
produce initial plots of how Tγ and wheelset displacement varies with PYS, and
present Tγ ’s dependency on the PYS.
• Establish the modelling techniques used to simulate the VTISM four-axle railway
vehicle in VAMPIRE®, and discuss the means by which VAMPIRE® is used as
a simulation tool, and how interchangeable suspensions can be implemented.
• Validate the procedure by which the inerter is modelled in VAMPIRE® by
comparing with a simple MATLAB® model including inerter end-stiffness.
3.1 Introduction
The first chapter in this thesis details the models and methods that will be employed
throughout, as well as presenting preliminary tests on base case vehicle models, pre-
optimisation. Important concepts such as equivalent conicity, VAMPIRE modelling,
and trackwear and passenger comfort assessment techniques are introduced, as well
as a simple case study to validate the process by which the inerter is modelled in
VAMPIRE®.
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The chapter begins by introducing a 6 DOF MATLAB® two-axle freight vehicle,
which allows interchangeable suspension networks in both the longitudinal and lateral
directions. When curving performance is assessed, the inputs are radius of curvature,
and cant angle, and when passenger comfort (quantified by the RMS lateral carbody
acceleration) is assessed, the inputs are either Random Track or real lateral track
variations (rated at a certain speed). Initial assessments of curving performance with
two values of PYS are performed and the transient accelerations analysed. In the next
part of this section, the focus shifts towards the four-axle VAMPIRE VTISM model,
now more typical of a passenger vehicle, with a far larger number of DOF, and a much
more powerful set of analytical tools available. Schematics of the vehicle are shown
and the concept of equivalent conicity is introduced as a way of defining the conicity
of a curved, rather than conical, wheel-rail profile. Next, the process by which vehicles
are simulated in VAMPIRE® is discussed, introducing all the necessary file types
and what they denote. The concept of replacing interchangeable suspension networks
with one another is introduced here, crucial for optimisation purposes, and the way in
which MATLAB® optimisations can be performed on VAMPIRE® vehicles is briefly
introduced. Lastly the inerter’s implementation in VAMPIRE® is discussed in detail,
and the means by which the flywheel structure is coded is shown. A short case study is
undertaken which aims to validate the inerter’s implementation in VAMPIRE®, using
a simple two-mass MATLAB® model for comparison purposes.
The two-axle MATLAB® model forms the basis of Chapter 4 and the four-axle
model in VAMPIRE® is used in the analysis of Chapters 5 and 6.
The models and methods introduced in this chapter formed the basis for
the following publications:
– T. D. Lewis, J. Z. Jiang, S. A. Neild, C. Gong, and S. D. Iwnicki. Using an
inerter-based suspension to improve both passenger comfort and trackwear in
railway vehicles. Vehicle System Dynamics: International Journal of Vehicle
Mechanics and Mobility, 2019.
– T. D. Lewis, J. Z. Jiang, S. A. Neild, C. Gong, and S. D. Iwnicki. Improving ride
comfort and trackwear of two-axle railway vehicles using inerter-based lateral
suspension layouts. Proceedings of the 6th Conference; Noise and Vibration
Emerging Methods (NOVEM), 2018.
– T. D. Lewis, Y. Li, G. J. Tucker, J. Z. Jiang, Y. Zhao, S. A. Neild, M. C. Smith,
R. Goodall, N. Dinmore. Improving the track friendliness of a four-axle railway
vehicle using an inertance-integrated lateral primary suspension. Vehicle System
Dynamics: International Journal of Vehicle Mechanics and Mobility, 2019.
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– T. D. Lewis, Y. Li, G. J. Tucker, J. Z. Jiang, S. A. Neild, M. C. Smith, R. Goodall,
S. Iwnicki, N. Dinmore. Inertance-integrated primary suspension optimisation on
an industrial railway vehicle model. Proceedings of the 26th IAVSD International
Symposium on Dynamics of Vehicles on Roads and Tracks (IAVSD), 2019.
The baseline four-axle VAMPIRE® model is a VTISM model (Vehicle-Track Interaction
Strategic Model) [7] provided by Dr. Gareth Tucker at the University of Huddersfield,
and the inerter’s implementation technique in VAMPIRE® builds on the work of
[105].
3.2 A MATLAB® two-axle railway vehicle model
A schematic of the two-axle vehicle model which is to be used in the analysis in
Chapter 4 can be seen in Fig. 3.2. This 6 DOF model is similar to the model used
previously in [101, 103], within which lateral (to the direction of travel) and yaw motion
is considered. The vehicle body (carbody) is connected to the two solid-axle wheelsets
via suspension layouts Lyi(s) in the lateral direction and Lxj(s) in the longitudinal
(or travel) direction. In the analysis of Chapter 4, these suspension are subject to
layout alterations and optimisation, however the default structures are shown here;








Fig. 3.1 The default Ly1(s) lateral (a) and Lx1(s) longitudinal (b) suspension layouts,
whose locations within the two-axle railway vehicle are visible in Fig. 3.2.
Subscripts x and y here denote the longitudinal and lateral suspension respectively, and
subscripts i and j denote respectively the specific lateral and longitudinal suspension
layouts. The six states of the system are ordered as follows,
x = [yw1, θw1, yw2, θw2, yv.θv]T , (3.1)



















Fig. 3.2 The two-axle, six-DOF railway vehicle model with the four lateral (Lxi)
and longitudinal (Lxj) suspension positions shown, important dimensions used in the
equations of motion marked, and all DOF denoted.
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− mvg2 (θc1 + θc2), (3.6)
Ivs
2θ̃v = 2sLyi(s)lwx(ỹw1 − ỹv) + 2sLyi(s)lwx(ỹv − ỹw2) + 2sLxj(s)l2x(θ̃w1 − θ̃v)
+ 2sLxj(s)l2x(θ̃w2 − θ̃v) − 4sLyi(s)l2wxθ̃v. (3.7)
In these equations, s denotes the Laplace variable and for example ỹw1 represents
the Laplace transform of yw1(t). All parameters are defined in Table 3.1, expressions
for the creep coefficients f11, f22 and f23 can be seen in Section 3.2.2, and the contact
angle parameter which introduces gravitational stiffness and spin creepage terms into
Eqs. (3.2 - 3.7) is evaluated as follows [106],
ε = ac(λ− λ0). (3.8)
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Symbol Parameter Unit Value
V Vehicle forward speed ms−1 1 − 35
Vop Vehicle nominal operational velocity ms−1 31
mw Wheelset mass kg 1.25×103
Iw Wheelset yaw inertia kgm2 700
mv Carbody mass kg 3×104
Iv Carbody yaw inertia kgm2 5.58×105
lx Semi-lateral spacing between longitudinal suspension m 1
lwx Half the wheelset spacing m 4.5
lwy Half the vehicle gauge m 0.7
λ Wheel conicity - 0.2
λ0 Base cone profile - 0.05
r0 Nominal wheel radius m 0.45
yt1 Lateral track displacement at front wheelset - −
yt2 Lateral track displacement at rear wheelset - −
R1 Radius of curved track at front wheelset m 1×103
R2 Radius of curved track at rear wheelset m 1×103
θc1 Cant angle of curved track at front wheelset rad π/30
θc2 Cant angle of curved track at rear wheelset rad π/30
g Gravitational acceleration ms−2 9.81
Ky Default lateral stiffness per axle box Nm−1 2.555×105
Kx Default longitudinal stiffness per axle box Nm−1 1×106
csy Default lateral damping per axle box Nsm−1 1.51×104
csx Default longitudinal damping per axle box Nsm−1 4×103
Al Lateral track roughness factor m 1.886×10−9
v Poisson’s ratio of steel - 0.3
E Young’s Modulus of steel Pa 2×1011
N Nominal normal force at each contact patch N 7.971×104
ac Contact angle constant - 50.7
C11 Longitudinal Kalker coefficient - 1.65
C22 Lateral Kalker coefficient - 1.43
C23 Spin Kalker coefficient - 0.579
f11 Longitudinal creep coefficient N 1.291×107
f22 Lateral creep coefficient N 1.119×107
f23 Spin creep coefficient N 2.835×104
Table 3.1 Parameters relating to the modelling of the two-axle railway vehicle shown
in Fig. 3.2, along with their symbols and units where applicable. The Kalker coefficients
and contact angle constant are taken from [106], and the creep coefficients are calculated
in Section 3.2.2.
The gravitational stiffness term takes into account the nonlinearity introduced by
the increasing asymmetry in the normal loads with increased lateral displacements.
The external forces acting on the model arise from the track’s cant angle, θc, radius of
curvature, R, and lateral displacement, yt, from an average lateral datum which arises
from irregularities due to heat distortion, wear, and manufacturing shortcomings. The
internal forces come about from the longitudinal and lateral suspension configurations;
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Lxj(s) and Lyi(s) respectively; along with gravitational stiffness due to the miss-match
between each wheel’s conicity and its base cone profile angle, and the creep forces
at the wheel-rail contact points. To simplify the analysis, similar to previous studies
[101, 103, 18, 97, 102] it is assumed that all contact patches are circular, the track is
infinitely stiff, and nonlinear friction saturation is not included in the analysis.
The use of the contact angle parameter, ε, increases the accuracy of the model
compared with [101, 103]. Equations (3.2 - 3.7) can be re-arranged to state-space form
s2x = A(s)x+Bu. (3.9)
A(s), the system matrix, captures the internal dynamics, and can be written after





































































required, and all parameters detailed in Table 3.1.
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The input matrix, u, consists of either a timeseries of lateral track displacements
(either from real track data or filtered white noise; see Section 3.2.1) for the passenger
comfort case, or ramped timeseries of cant angle and radius of curvature for the
curving performance case (see Fig. 3.3). The size of matrix B, which captures the
dynamics associated with external forcing, depends on the inputs involved in the
analysis. Passenger comfort assessment is performed on a nominally straight track,














where the columns relate respectively to the lateral track displacements ỹt1 and ỹt2.
However, when assessing curving performance, it is assumed that these irregularities
are negligible (similar to the analysis in [101, 103, 22]), as the steady-state lateral
vehicle displacement is the primary concern. The inputs now become the track’s cant
angle and radius of curvature, leading to a B matrix of
Bc =




















with the columns respectively relating to the inputs: R−11 , θc1, R−12 and θc2. The
resulting transfer function
Hω = (s2I −A(s))−1B, (3.16)
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in which I denotes the 6×6 identity matrix, can be obtained and employed in
MATLAB® and Simulink® to calculate resulting displacements, velocities and accel-
erations of all six states.
3.2.1 Assessing passenger comfort
The Mean Comfort Standard Method, defined in EN 12299:2009 [107], is nominally
used to assess a vehicle’s passenger comfort. This method uses the 95th percentile
of frequency weighted RMS carbody accelerations and is used as a standard when
assessing passenger comfort on real vehicles with the use of accelerometers positioned
on seats [108]. This thesis, however, focuses on the relative benefits that the inerter
can bring to railway vehicles, and as a simplified model is being used, comparisons with
other more realistic models becomes less of an issue, and therefore the RMS lateral
carbody acceleration is used as a measure of passenger comfort. This is in line with





J represents RMS acceleration, subscript 5 the fifth state (carbody), and subscript y
the lateral direction. Ac(t) is a timeseries of the resulting lateral carbody acceleration
when the model is subject to one of two different types of track input, defined as
follows:
• Real track data: This comes in the form of lateral track displacement from a
central datum for a 5 km length of track. These lateral track irregularities simulate
defects relating to manufacturing faults and heat expansion and contraction
variations. Lateral, vertical and gauge variations are available, however as this
analysis assumes constant gauge, and is entirely in the horizontal plane, only
lateral variations are used. All three track irregularity variations are used in the
analysis of a four-axle vehicle in Chapter 6. Data for tracks with rated velocities
of 110 kph and 160 kph are respectively defined in the rest of this thesis as
Track110 and Track160, and with the knowledge of the vehicle’s forward velocity,





timeseries of these tracks can be obtained and defined as the inputs ỹt1 and ỹt2
in the input matrix u in Eq. (3.9).
• Random Track input: The magnitude of the lateral track displacement is modelled
in this case using filtered white noise. These irregularities have been simulated in
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the frequency domain [103, 102], using techniques developed in [21]. The output





Sẏ = 4π2AlV 2, (3.20)
where fs is a spatial frequency in cycles/m and Al the track roughness factor, is
passed through the filter H1(s)
H1(s) =
21.69s2 + 105.6s+ 14.42
s3 + 30.64s2 + 24.07s (3.21)
and used as the system input. Parceval’s Theorem, which states that the sum of
the square of a function is equal to the sum of the square of its corresponding




















∣∣H1(jw)G(jw)(1 − e−jωTd)∣∣2 (3.24)
show how the resulting J5y is calculated, with G(jw) being defined as the transfer
function with an input of the lateral track displacement at the front wheelset,
and an output of the lateral carbody acceleration.
3.2.2 Assessing trackwear
The trackwear, or curving performance of the railway vehicle model is assessed by
quantifying the energy lost at the contact point, Tγ . This industrially recognised
parameter captures the detrimental effects on the wheels and rails produced by curving.
As discussed in Section 3.2, the 6×4 B matrix, seen in Eq. (3.15), is used for curving
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analysis, with the system inputs R1−1, θc1, R2−1 and θc2. These take the form of
ramps in the time domain with a 1 second transition period when entering and leaving
a curve (using the same input method described in [101]), and an appropriate time
delay between wheelsets based on the vehicle speed and wheelset separation distance
(see Fig. 3.3 and Eq. (3.18)). The following is a derivation of Tγ .



















arising from the thickness of the contact patch, includes the contact angle parameter,
ε [106]. Note that subscripts 1, l, x and y represent respectively the wheelset number
(front), the left wheel, and the lateral and longitudinal directions. The contact patch





is a function of the average normal force of the vehicle per wheel, N , Poisson’s Ratio of
steel, ν, and the nominal wheel radius, r0. To perform the conversion from creepages
to creep forces, creep force coefficients f11, f22 and f23
f11 = EC11ab, (3.29)
f22 = EC22ab, (3.30)
f23 = EC23ab, (3.31)
which depend respectively on the Kalker coefficients C11, C22 and C23 [109], are
determined. The longitudinal and lateral creep forces,
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Fx1l = f11vx1l, (3.32)
Fy1l = f22vy1l + f23vz1l, (3.33)
respectively are then used to calculate Tγ
Tγ1l = Fx1lvx1l + Fy1lvy1l, (3.34)
for the front wheelset’s left wheel [109, 1]. When presenting data in Chapter 4, the
mean value of Tγ over all four wheels is used as a measure of trackwear; the values for
the other wheels are determined using exactly the same approach. The value of Tγ
depends on the square of both the lateral and longitudinal creepages. This analysis
assumes clean, dry conditions with a coefficient of friction value of µ = 0.6, and a
linear relationship between creepage and creep force [109]. It should be noted that Tγ
is not a true representation of wear. A British Rail wear model, discussed in [110, 111],
itself a different function of Tγ for moderate, transitory, and severe wear, is often used
to express the wear as an area loss measured in mm2 per kilometre travelled. Using
Tγ however is sufficiently detailed for the analysis presented in this thesis.
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Fig. 3.3 Ramped inputs of the inverse of the tracks’ curving radius (R1−1), and the
cant angle (θc1), both at wheelset 1. The same inputs occur at wheelset 2 but including
the time delay, Td.
Figures 3.4(a)-(f) display wheelset displacements, carbody accelerations, and
Tγ values when the PYS is at its default value of Kx = 1×106 Nm−1, and Kx =
3×106 Nm−1, using the default, Ly1 lateral suspension configuration (See Table 3.1 for
parameter values). Note that Kx, the static longitudinal or yaw stiffness, is referred
to as the Primary Yaw Stiffness (PYS) in Chapters 3 and 4 for continuity purposes
when comparing with subsequent chapters in this thesis. The discrepancy between the
front and rear wheelset lateral displacements in Figs. 3.4(a) and (b) arises from the
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(a) Kx = 1×106 Nm−1
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(b) Kx = 3×106 Nm−1
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(c) Kx = 1×106 Nm−1
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(d) Kx = 3×106 Nm−1
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(e) Kx = 1×106 Nm−1
Time (s)












(f) Kx = 3×106 Nm−1
Fig. 3.4 Front and rear wheelset displacement, carbody acceleration and Tγ vs time
under curving conditions, using the default Ly1 and Lx1 lateral and longitudinal
suspension configurations, and at two different PYS values. The simulation velocity
remains at Vop.
radius of curvature and the PYS causing an equal and opposite net moment on the
wheelsets [101, 103]. Assessing the transient carbody acceleration occurring in both of
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the three second periods immediately after the start of each transition (see Figs 3.4(c)
and (d)), it can be seen that the acceleration here is negligible when compared with
the optimised accelerations found from the analysis in Chapter 4, Section 4.2.3. For
example, the transient RMS acceleration of 0.0058 ms−2, seen between the vertical
dashed lines in Fig. 3.4(d), is 9.7% of the lowest acceleration found in Chapter 4,
Section 4.2.3. This value rises to only 16.5% for the worst case transient acceleration
scenario. The subsequent trackwear analysis therefore does not put any emphasis on
acceleration induced by curving. Figs. 3.4(e) and (f) show that the wheelsets remain
in equilibrium due to the higher wheel-rail contact forces on the front wheel, and note
that Tγ at the front and rear right wheel is predicted to be identical to that of the
front and rear left wheel respectively. This is due to the symmetric vehicle set-up
and perfect conical nature of the wheels resulting in identical absolute lateral and
longitudinal creepage magnitudes (see Eqs. (3.25, 3.26)).
This section has established the methods by which passenger comfort and curving
performance are assessed, Tγ as the measure of trackwear, and it can be concluded that
the assessment of trackwear produces intuitive results in terms of wheelset displacement
and contact patch forces. The model and analysis techniques established here will be
used in Chapter 4.
3.3 The four-axle passenger vehicle model in VAMPIRE®
This section details the VAMPIRE® four-axle vehicle model used in Chapters 5
and 6 of this thesis, including details on how the inerter is included. This model is
representative of a typical multiple unit passenger vehicle with a maximum operating
speed of 75 mph (33.5 ms−1). In Chapter 6, candidate inertance-integrated layouts for
the primary lateral suspension are proposed using the structure-immittance approach,
and these are then optimised for the vehicle model. Note that the design method for
inertance-integrated suspensions proposed here can be applied to other railway vehicle
models.
3.3.1 Vehicle modelling
As introduced in Section 3.1, the analysis presented in Chapter 6 is based on the
Vehicle Track Interaction Strategic Model (VTISM) [7] library vehicle: BogiePassenger
39t 15yaw (39t denotes a total carriage weight of 39 tonnes, and 15yaw a total PYS
of 15 MNm/rad). It is a four-axle model which is representative of a typical multiple
unit passenger vehicle, operating up to 33.5 ms−1 and weighing 39 tonnes. Figure 3.5
shows a 3D view (from the VAMPIRE® software) of the make up one of the vehicle’s
bogies, with the components of interest (the primary vertical spring and trailing arm
bush) highlighted. Note that the bogie body itself has been removed for clarity, and
the overall structure is simplified.













Fig. 3.5 A 3D view of one of the two BogiePassenger 39t 15yaw vehicle bogies, with
various suspension components labelled. Note the boxes indicate the components that
are of particular interest, and the bogie frame and corresponding connections have
been removed to simplify viewing.
Figure 3.6 shows a horizontal plane schematic view of one bogie, detailing the
make-up of the primary lateral and longitudinal suspensions. Note that the bogie
frame, heavily simplified, is now depicted by the outer black box, and only the primary
suspension components that act in the horizontal plane are shown. The red box marked
2O in Fig. 3.6 shows the lateral contribution of the trailing arm bush, which will be
subsequently referred to as the primary lateral suspension, and is the suspension which
is optimised in Chapter 6. Its default layout is shown in Fig. 3.6. Table 3.2 lists the
default suspension parameter values of the trailing arm bush, and the lateral and
longitudinal shear components of the primary vertical spring. It can be seen from
Fig. 3.6 that the PYS of each wheelset is made up of the radial stiffness of the trailing
arm bush (kbx) and the longitudinal shear stiffness of the primary vertical spring (Ksx).
The PYS can therefore be expressed as,
PYS = 2a(kbx +Ksx), (3.35)
where a (=1 m) denotes the semi-lateral spacing between the trailing arm bushes.
Based on the stiffnesses defined in Table 3.2, the total PYS is 15 MNm/rad; with 93%
of this coming from kbx. As the longitudinal shear stiffness arises from the primary
vertical springs, this is considered fixed, hence in the optimisations of Chapter 6 the
static longitudinal stiffness of the trailing arm bush (kbx) will be the cost function to
be reduced.

















Fig. 3.6 A schematic detailing of one of the bogies in the VTISM four-axle vehicle
model. Subscript s denotes the shear component of the primary vertical springs.
Symbols 1O and 2O detail respectively the default longitudinal and lateral stiffness and
damping components of the trailing arm bush. X denotes the longitudinal direction
(direction of travel), Y the lateral direction, and W the yaw rotation.
Parameter Symbol Unit Value
Trailing arm bush lateral static stiffness kby MNm−1 1.75
Trailing arm bush lateral damping cby kNsm−1 1.75
Trailing arm bush lateral damping end stiffness kcy kNsm−1 3.75
Primary spring lateral shear stiffness Ksy MNm−1 0.50
Trailing arm bush longitudinal static stiffness kbx MNm−1 7.00
Trailing arm bush longitudinal damping cbx kNsm−1 7.00
Trailing arm bush longitudinal damping end stiffness kcx MNm−1 14.0
Primary spring longitudinal shear stiffness Ksx MNm−1 0.50
Table 3.2 The default suspension parameter values of the 39-tonne BogiePassenger
39t 15yaw VTISM four-axle railway vehicle model. The overall PYS calculation is
discussed in Section 3.3.1 and presented in Eq. (3.35).
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3.3.2 Conicity and wheel-rail contact modelling
The concept of wheel-rail equivalent conicity and the methods by which contact patch
creep forces are simulated are important when assessing a vehicle’s dynamic behaviour.
Conicity is a measure of the effective cone angle of the wheel profile with respect to the
rail. This conicity, along with the wheel flange, allows the vehicle to steer around curves
and resist derailment, and plays a key role when determining the vehicle’s kinematic,







where r0 is the nominal wheel radius, L is the lateral distance between the contact
points (see Fig. 3.6), and λ is the wheel conicity.
The rolling-radius-difference (rrd, between the left and the right wheel) caused by
the presence of wheel conicity causes this simple harmonic oscillation, which induces
the vibration of numerous vehicle modes. A high conicity generally produces a short
Klingel wavelength, higher carbody accelerations, and thus poorer passenger comfort.
The shorter Klingel wavelength arising from a lower conicity, resulting in generally
lower carbody accelerations, also means that flange contact is more likely. In reality,
however, the wheel profile is curved, rather than perfectly conical, and the term
equivalent conicity is used [113]. Equivalent conicity can be considered the average
conicity of a wheelset, and is defined as the conicity of a perfectly conical wheelset
which has the same Klingel wavelength as the wheelset in question.
To improve the computational efficiency of the optimisation presented in Chapter 6,
linear, or constant, conicity is used in Section 6.2 to identify beneficial configurations,
along with a linear creep law with the half-creep friction saturation simplification. In
Section 6.3 however, measured nonlinear wheel-rail contact data is used along with
fully nonlinear friction saturation with a coefficient of friction value of 0.32. It should
be noted that the equivalent conicity of the measured wheel-rail contact data has been
measured (or inferred from the rrd) at a 3 mm lateral offset, i.e. when the wheelset has
moved 3 mm laterally from the centreline. In practice it is impossible to give a single
value of equivalent conicity for a given wheel-rail pair, as equivalent conicity will vary
with lateral offset. In the UK it is standard practice to give the equivalent conicity for
a wheel-rail pair based on a lateral offset of 3 mm. The equivalent conicity may take a
slightly different value when calculated from the rolling radius difference measured at
a different lateral offset, but a 3 mm lateral offset produces the most representative
overall wheel-rail equivalent conicity.
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3.3.3 VAMPIRE® modelling techniques, including the inerter’s im-
plementation
This section provides a brief overview of the capabilities of the VAMPIRE® software,
the methods used to model and run vehicle simulations within VAMPIRE®, and the
means by which the inerter is added to the vehicle model, and an external validation
case study.
An overview of the VAMPIRE® modelling and simulation process
VAMPIRE® is a widely used, multi-body railway vehicle dynamics modelling software,
who’s simulation capabilities are wide ranging. Any custom made railway vehicle may
be built using the numerous file types detailed below, and many built-in pieces of
analysis are available (e.g. assessment of straight running and curving performance
with certain track files, peak counting acceleration analysis, and a variety of other
assessment standards).
In Chapter 6 of this thesis, VAMPIRE® is used extensively to perform vehicle simu-
lations, however the main problem encountered when attempting to improve passive sus-
pension design is that VAMPIRE® itself is unable to perform optimisations on certain
suspension parameters. It is for this reason that VAMPIRE® and MATLAB® are used
in conjunction with one another in Chapter 6, with MATLAB® calling VAMPIRE® ev-
ery optimisation iteration. The optimisation procedure is discussed in more detail in
Chapter 6, Section 6.2.2. Below are a list of the four main files (editable in Notepad
with strict syntax requirements and constraints) which are required to build and
simulate a vehicle in VAMPIRE®.
• VAC files. These files can be thought of as being at the top of the VAMPIRE® sim-
ulation hierarchy. A VAC file (VAMPIRE® command file) details the overall
task, and allows the user to alter any parameter values within the run or vehicle
file with the replace command. This important aspect is crucial when performing
optimisations, because at each optimisation iteration, the suspension parameters
need to be updated via MATLAB®. Also, the conicity and speed can be varied
at each iteration, allowing for a neater and more effective assessment of a number
of conicity and speed situations.
• RUN files. A run file contains information regarding the system input (e.g. track
type, speed, simulation step-size and time), the running conditions (e.g. linear or
nonlinear wheel-rail contact law, conicity, friction) and finally the outputs that
the user wishes to observe. These outputs range from displacements, velocities,
and accelerations at any point on any DOF, to forces and Tγ values. The main
outputs analysed in this thesis are carbody accelerations.
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• VEH files. This type of file defines in detail the vehicle type, dimensions, and
suspension configuration. Many of the components, and parameter values in the
VTISM four-axle model used in this thesis are themselves parametrised and can
be scaled with the vehicle’s mass. The main elements that can be introduced are
stiffness, damping, mass and bushing elements.
• VAMPARAM files. These VAMPIRE® parameter files can be included in
the vehicle file, and are useful if multiple extra suspension structures need to be
included. This is very much the case when considering the optimisation of the
inertance-integrated trailing arm bush which is discussed in Section 3.3.3.
Including inerters in VAMPIRE® models
The means by which the inerter is included in VAMPIRE® vehicle models has been
introduced in [105], and this thesis uses a similar method of implementation. The
method makes use of a theoretical rack and pinion setup to realise the inerter concept,
as shown in Fig. 3.7(a). Figure 3.7(b) shows the equivalent flywheel type inerter
schematic, or connection, when modelled in VAMPIRE®, where the central mass is
created with a pitch inertia value equal to the inertance required, and is grounded in
all DOFs apart from that of pitch, so it will act as a free flywheel.
As the standard inerter equation cannot be inserted directly into VAMPIRE®, a
stiffness link equation, which links the inerter flywheel to it’s associated DOFs (equiva-
lent to ke in Fig. 3.7(b)) is used in the vamparam file to form the inerter connection:
LINK m1 Y 1.0 MI P -1.0 m2 Y -1.0 (3.37)
Read in conjunction with Fig. 3.7(b), Eq. (3.37) exhibits the following physical meaning,
with each line below relating to each set of three terms:
• A unit displacement of Mass 1 (m1) in the left direction (Y) extends the spring
by one unit (1.0).
• A unit pitch rotation (P) of the flywheel (MI) compresses the spring by one unit
(-1.0).
• A unit displacement of Mass 1 (m2) in the left direction (Y) compresses the
spring by one unit (-1.0).
This work-around for including the inerter in VAMPIRE® is necessary as the
software cannot simply include the inerter’s acceleration dependence equation, as it
only has the ability to connect mass elements with spring and damping elements. It
should be noted that the rotating DOF (pitch (P)) chosen here could have been any
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(b) The schematic of the inerter’s implementation within
VAMPIRE®.
Fig. 3.7 (a) A rack and pinion inerter device, reproduced from [52], along with (b)
the equivalent schematic in VAMPIRE®, encompassing the stiffness and damping link
equations.
one of roll (T), pitch (P) or yaw (W), as long as the lines of code responsible for the
defining the semi-fictitious flywheel are consistent with one another.
Inerter validation case study
A simple two-mass system (see Fig. 3.8) is considered to validate the modelling
of the inerter’s implementation in VAMPIRE®, with the parameters used (roughly
representative of those for a quarter-car railway vehicle model) summarised in Table 3.3.
The input force, Fext, which is step in nature, is applied at Mass 2 to excite the system.
The dynamics of an ideal inerter are captured in MATLAB® for comparison
purposes. Using the inerter implementation method defined in Section 3.3.3, due
to the inevitable need to simulate an inerter end-stiffness (ke in Fig. 3.7(b)), high-
frequency oscillations are observed in the system for both acceleration, velocity and
displacement responses. These high-frequency oscillations are not present in the







Fig. 3.8 The two-mass system used to study and validate the inerter’s implementation
in VAMPIRE®.
Parameter Symbol Unit Value
Mass 1 m1 Tonnes 1.25
Mass 2 m2 Tonnes 15
Inertance b Tonnes 1
Stiffness mass 1 to ground K MNm−1 0.35
Static stiffness Ks MNm−1 2.5
Table 3.3 Parameter values of the two-mass system introduced in Fig. 3.8.
MATLAB® responses of the ideal inerter, as effectively the connections within it are
infinity rigid.
To eliminate the erroneous high-frequency oscillations caused by the end-stiffness,
an end-damping in parallel with the end stiffness (equivalent to ce in Fig. 3.7(b)) is
used. This end-damping is simulated using a damping link equation, which is written
into VAMPIRE® in a similar manner to the stiffness link equation. The inerter
property can now be successfully implemented in VAMPIRE®.
An example velocity response of the two-mass model is shown in Fig. 3.9 and
details the ideal inerter response in MATLAB®, and VAMPIRE® responses using an
inerter with and without end-damping. It can be seen that the VAMPIRE® response
matches the ideal inerter response in VAMPIRE® when the end-damping component is
introduced, yet when solely end-stiffness is used, high-frequency oscillations are induced.
To further the validity of this analysis, when the end-stiffness is taken into account in
the MATLAB® model the high-frequency oscillations encountered in VAMPIRE® are
predicted to a high degree of accuracy.
It should be noted that for the complex VTISM four-axle railway vehicle model,
the high-frequency oscillations caused by an end-stiffness have been mitigated due to
the presence of many other dampers in the system. The damping link equation is
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therefore not needed in this thesis, but it is mentioned to highlight that this effect
should be, and has been, considered.
Time (s)

























VAMPIRE: Inerter without end damping
VAMPIRE: Inerter with end damping
Fig. 3.9 Mass 1 velocity curves when a) MATLAB® is used to model an ideal inerter,
b) VAMPIRE® is used with end end stiffness but no end damping, and c) when an
end damping is introduced to VAMPIRE® with the use of a link equation.
3.4 Summary
This chapter has provided a framework of the models and methods that will be
used in this thesis to analyse the inerter’s application to railway vehicles. The first
model which has been introduced is the 6 DOF, two-axle, MATLAB® railway vehicle
model, typical of a freight vehicle wagon. The inputs to the system are ramped
timeseries of track curvature and cant angle, and certain different types of lateral
track input used to assess respectively straight running and curving performance. The
methods by which these two performance indices are quantified are introduced and
discussed, with both Random and standard (real) rated tracks being used to assess
the vehicle’s passenger comfort, and Tγ being used as the performance measure for
trackwear. Initial assessments of the vehicle’s curving performance with the default
lateral suspension structure yield that transient carbody accelerations in the transition
period are negligible in comparison to the carbody accelerations found in Chapter 4
when assessing straight running performance.
Also in this chapter, the four-axle VAMPIRE® vehicle model is introduced,
and aspects such as the suspension layouts and equivalent conicity are discussed.
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VAMPIRE® is briefly introduced as a widely-used multi-body dynamics modelling
software, with many different file types and their applications to this project discussed.
The process by which inerters are modelled in VAMPIRE® is defined and a case study
is presented on how to mitigate the end-stiffness effects that the inerter inherently
brings, when working in an environment that is predominately made up of mass and
spring elements.
This thesis makes use of the models and techniques introduced in this chapter in
the following ways:
• Chapter 4 uses the two-axle, MATLAB® model to assess how curving and straight
running performance can be concurrently improved by the use of optimised
inerter-based lateral suspensions.
• Chapter 5 uses exported mass, spring and damping matrices from the VTISM
four-axle VAMPIRE® model to assess the applicability of the Laplace to time-
domain location matrix modelling technique.
• Chapter 6 focuses solely on the four-axle VAMPIRE® model and uses MATLAB
and VAMPIRE in conjunction to perform optimisations and nonlinear validation
tests on the realistic vehicle.

Chapter 4
Two-axle model passenger comfort and trackwear
enhancement
In this chapter we:
• Propose beneficial inerter-based lateral suspension layouts and analyse the differ-
ences between the straight running track inputs by means of a PSD analysis.
• Perform optimisations of these lateral suspensions for reduced RMS lateral
carbody acceleration, hence improved passenger comfort.
• Analyse how the vehicle, running over tracks rated at two different speeds, per-
forms at a range of velocities with the optimised lateral suspension configurations.
• Show that the trade-off between straight running and curving performance can
be improved by the use of inerters in the lateral suspension; a PYS reduction is
achievable whilst the carbody acceleration is maintained, or even reduced.
• Demonstrate that the use of an optimised longitudinal HALL-bush can further
improve this concurrent passenger comfort and trackwear enhancement.
• Analyse how using a half-creep wheel-rail contact law varies the RMS carbody
acceleration’s dependency on the PYS.
4.1 Introduction
Whilst Chapter 3 presented the models and method that are employed throughout
this thesis, Chapter 4 presents analysis and results relating to a two-axle railway
vehicle model. As stated in Chapters 1 and 2, the overall aim of this project is to
concurrently improve trackwear and ride comfort with the use of inerter-based lateral
suspensions. Whilst inerters have been studied previously to an extent in railway
vehicles [42, 97–104], no studies as of yet have analysed and attempted to concurrently
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improve both the trade-off described above, or used a variety of different real-world
track inputs.
To this end, this chapter serves as an initial assessment to determine the extent
to which the passenger comfort vs trackwear trade-off can be diminished. A 6 DOF
MATLAB® model is employed, with equations of motion set up to neatly allow the
admittance functions of interchangeable suspension networks to be implemented. RMS
lateral carbody acceleration is used as the measure of passenger comfort and Tγ for
trackwear. It should be noted that throughout this thesis, and especially in this
chapter, Tγ is used as the primary measure of the extent of RCF and wear. As we are
working with moderate values of Tγ , RCF will dominate, but to simplify the analysis,
a reduction in Tγ will be referred to a reduction or improvement in trackwear.
The structure of this chapter is as follows. Firstly, the candidate lateral suspensions
and their transfer functions are introduced, and the different types of track data are
analysed. Results of passenger comfort optimisations are detailed, and subsequently
a reality check continuous velocity style assessment takes place. Finally, the extent
to which the trade-off between trackwear and passenger comfort can be improved is
detailed, both with and without an optimised longitudinal HALL-bush.
The results presented and discussed in this chapter were reported in the
following publications:
– T. D. Lewis, J. Z. Jiang, S. A. Neild, C. Gong, and S. D. Iwnicki. Using an
inerter-based suspension to improve both passenger comfort and trackwear in
railway vehicles. Vehicle System Dynamics: International Journal of Vehicle
Mechanics and Mobility, 2019.
– T. D. Lewis, J. Z. Jiang, S. A. Neild, C. Gong, and S. D. Iwnicki. Improving ride
comfort and trackwear of two-axle railway vehicles using inerter-based lateral
suspension layouts. Proceedings of the 6th Conference; Noise and Vibration
Emerging Methods (NOVEM), 2018.
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4.2 Ride comfort enhancement using a two-axle model
The initial focus of this chapter is the optimisation of the lateral suspension for
reduced RMS carbody acceleration, hence improved passenger comfort. The candidate
suspension layouts are introduced first, as the structure-based approach to network-
synthesis and optimisation will be used. Next, the differences in the track types will
be discussed by assessing the differences in their lateral irregularity Power Spectral
Densities (PSDs). Finally, optimisations for each layout lead on to continuous velocity
assessments.
4.2.1 Suspension layouts
In [101] and [103], six different Lyi(s) layouts were investigated as candidate lateral
suspensions. These, and the two different Lxj(s) layouts, are employed in the following
analysis in the lateral and longitudinal suspensions respectively (see Fig. 4.1). Ky and
Kx denote constant static stiffnesses, ksy and ksx optimisable spring stiffnesses, csy and
csx optimisable damping coefficients, and bsy and bsyp optimisable series and parallel
inertance values respectively. The default values of Ky, Kx, csy and csx are shown in
Table 3.1, the mechanical admittance functions of lateral seen layouts in Fig. 4.1 are
shown in Eqs. (4.1 - 4.6), and the admittance functions of the default and HALL-bush
longitudinal layouts (respectively Lx1 and Lx2) are the same as in Eqs. (4.1, 4.3), but
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Lx1 Lx2























Fig. 4.1 The six lateral Lyi(s) (investigated in [101] and [103]) and two Lxj(s)
(longitudinal) candidate layouts. Lx2 denotes the HALL-bush structure which includes
a static stiffness Kx and dynamic stiffness ksx.
4.2.2 Track data analysis
Figures 4.2(a) and (b) show the PSDs of the lateral displacement of all three track
inputs for a vehicle velocity of 31 ms−1. The PSDs were produced using Fourier
analysis of each of the track inputs. Note that the nominal vehicle velocity of 31 ms−1
(111.6 kph) roughly equates to the rated speed of Track110 (110 kph). The curves in
Figures 4.2(a) and (b) have been scaled respectively so that frequencies above 8 Hz
and 50 Hz are ignored. This scaling has been performed to assess how each track’s
frequency behaviour varies. Note that the frequency axis limits of 0 - 8 Hz remain
constant, a low-pass filter has been used to reduce noise in all curves, and that the
Random Track curves have been scaled down for ease of viewing.
It is clear that there is a peak at low frequencies then a decay towards higher
frequencies for all three cases. However, in both weighting cases, for the Random
Track there is far more of a focus of frequencies below 0.5 Hz and above 2.5 Hz,
with significantly lower PSD magnitude for frequencies between these values when
compared with Track110 and Track160. This discrepancy between the two tracks is
noted, nevertheless it is decided that the analysis will continue to use both track types,
as it is significantly more computationally efficient to use the Random Track rather
than Track110 or Track160. The fact that this discrepancy in PSD magnitude occurs
at around the first lateral rigid body mode (1 Hz) must be noted when assessing the
Random Track results.
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(a) Weighted 1 - 8 Hz









(b) Weighted 1 - 50 Hz
Fig. 4.2 PSD of lateral track displacement for the three track types, weighted respec-
tively for the range 1 - 8 Hz, and 1 - 50 Hz, post noise reduction.
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4.2.3 Optimisation results
Optimisations of parameters within each Lyi(s) layout can now be performed with the
aim of minimising J5y, RMS carbody acceleration introduced in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1.
Note that no longitudinal suspension optimisation is performed at this stage. A
Simulink® model with the Track110 and Track160 timeseries as inputs is used to
calculate J5y, and the static lateral stiffness, Ky is fixed at its nominal value given
in Table 3.1, with each of the other Lyi(s) network parameters being optimised over,
with a non-negative constraint. When using the Random Track data as inputs for the
optimisations, Eq. (3.24) from Chapter 3 is used to calculate the resulting RMS carbody
acceleration. Note that a Simulink® model is not required for the Random Track
input. The results for the Track110, Track160 and Random Track cases are shown
in Tables 4.1 - 4.3 respectively, and summarised in Fig. 4.3. The default operational
vehicle velocity, Vop, is used for all three track input cases. The default layout of
the lateral suspension is that of Ly1, and therefore the first rows in Tables 4.1 - 4.3
represent baseline acceleration values, while the third column represents percentage
improvements from these values. The optimisation procedure uses the Patternsearch
function in MATLAB® and then subsequently the Fminsearch function to home in on
more accurate parameter values.
As railway vehicles pass over tracks with many different rated speeds, a cost
function, P, has been created to represent the dimensionless reduction in the average









The Ly1 symbol here represents the acceleration corresponding to the default layout.
The results for this case are shown in Tables 4.4 and 4.5, which respectively show each
layout’s acceleration reductions and corresponding optimised parameters values. When
comparing Tables 4.1 and 4.2 with Table 4.4, it can be concluded that the J5y values
in Table 4.4 are extremely similar to those previously determined for the Track110 and
Track160 cases. For this reason, the rest of the analysis in this chapter will focus on
the raw J5y values.
It is clear that configurations Ly2, Ly4 and Ly6 provide an increasingly improved
J5y reduction, which is most likely due to the presence of a single parallel inerter
in each. Track160, having a higher related velocity than Track110, is comprised of
less extensive lateral irregularities and hence produces a lower J5y. This phenomenon
is visible in Figure 4.3, and extrapolating, one can claim that the Random Track
theoretically describes a track with a velocity rating above 160 kph. However, it can be
concluded that whilst analysis using Random Track data results in reduced simulation
time and the trends in the RMS acceleration reduction are in general the same as for
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the real track data, there are significant differences in the their PSD curves, and there
is ambiguity of the Random Track’s rated velocity. Real track data is therefore used
for the rest of the analysis in this chapter, and thesis.
From Tables 4.1 and 4.2 it can be seen that the series spring within configuration
Ly3 has no compliance, resulting in the RMS acceleration remaining at its default,
Ly1 value. A similar phenomenon occurs for configuration Ly5 and the inclusion of a
series inerter does little to reduce the RMS acceleration. This is due to the fact that
the newly introduced break frequency remains high when compared with the carbody
oscillation frequencies. Improvements in J5y of 0% and 1.3% for configurations Ly3
and Ly5 respectively are contrasted with those for Ly2, Ly4 and Ly6, who’s respective
values are far larger, at 8.2%, 31.4% and 45.7%. Track160, having a higher rated
velocity than Track110, is comprised of less extensive lateral irregularities and hence
produces a lower J5y but with similar trends to Track160; see Fig. 4.3.
To provide some context to this analysis, the carbody lateral RMS acceleration
values presented in Tables 4.1 - 4.3 are all below 0.2 ms−2, therefore according to
the continuous comfort indices proposed in [107], the ride comfort lies in the very
comfortable region. Note that this assumes that the vertical RMS acceleration (J5z)
is also less than 0.2 ms−2 (J5y, J5z < 0.2 ms−2 = very comfortable; 0.2 ms−2 < J5y,
J5z < 0.3 ms−2 = comfortable; 0.3 ms−2 < J5y, J5z < 0.4 ms−2 = medium; J5y, J5z >
0.4 ms−2 = less comfortable). The primary concern in the analysis, however, is the
relative improvements in RMS J5y rather than the absolute values.
Fig. 4.3 A comparison chart representing the optimised RMS carbody acceleration
values for Track110, Track160, and Random Track at a vehicle operation speed of Vop.
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Lay- J5y J5y Parameter values
out min impr ksy (Nm−1), csy (Nsm−1), bsy/syp (kg)
(ms−2) (%)
Ly1 0.1335 - csy = 1.51×104
Ly2 0.1201 10.0 csy = 1.37×104 bsyp = 5.03×102
Ly3 0.1335 0.0 ksy = ∞ csy = 1.51×104
Ly4 0.0934 30.0 ksy = 4.24×105 csy = 3.82×104 bsyp = 1.13×103
Ly5 0.1302 2.5 ksy = ∞ csy = 1.54×104 bsy = 8.93×103
Ly6 0.0753 43.6 ksy = 3.40×105 csy = 6.02×104 bsy = 7.70×103 bsyp = 1.16×103
Table 4.1 Results of the two-axle railway vehicle (Fig. 3.2) optimisations, to reduce
RMS carbody acceleration, showing J5y improvements and optimum parameters, using
a lateral track displacement input of Track110.
Lay- J5y J5y Parameter values
out min impr ksy (Nm−1), csy (Nsm−1), bsy/syp (kg)
(ms−2) (%)
Ly1 0.1091 - csy = 1.51×104
Ly2 0.1002 8.2 csy = 1.42×104 bsyp = 4.53×102
Ly3 0.1091 0.0 ksy = ∞ csy = 1.51×104
Ly4 0.0748 31.4 ksy = 4.28×105 csy = 4.20×104 bsyp = 1.13×103
Ly5 0.1077 1.3 ksy = ∞ csy = 1.56×104 bsy = 1.27×104
Ly6 0.0592 45.7 ksy = 2.92×105 csy = 5.03×104 bsy = 6.42×103 bsyp = 1.03×103
Table 4.2 Results of the two-axle railway vehicle (Fig. 3.2) optimisations, to reduce
RMS carbody acceleration, showing J5y improvements and optimum parameters, using
a lateral track displacement input of Track160.
Lay- J5y J5y Parameter values
out min impr ksy (Nm−1), csy (Nsm−1), bsy/syp (kg)
(ms−2) (%)
Ly1 0.1011 - csy = 1.44×104
Ly2 0.0912 9.8 csy = 1.32×104 bsyp = 4.80×102
Ly3 0.1008 0.3 ksy = ∞ csy = 1.43×104
Ly4 0.0696 31.2 ksy = 4.13×105 csy = 4.08×104 bsyp = 1.12×103
Ly5 0.0987 2.4 ksy = ∞ csy = 1.48×104 bsy = 9.84×103
Ly6 0.0571 43.5 ksy = 2.92×105 csy = 5.03×104 bsy = 6.50×103 bsyp = 1.02×103
Table 4.3 Results of the two-axle railway vehicle (Fig. 3.2) optimisations, to reduce
RMS carbody acceleration, showing J5y improvements and optimum parameters, using
the Random Track input.
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Layout P J5y,110 impr J5y,160 impr
(ms−2) (ms−2)
Ly1 1.00 0.1335 0.1091
Ly2 0.91 0.1202 0.1002
Ly3 1.00 0.1335 0.1091
Ly4 0.69 0.0934 0.0748
Ly5 0.98 0.1303 0.1077
Ly6 0.55 0.0754 0.0593
Table 4.4 Optimisation results for reducing RMS carbody acceleration of the two-axle
model (Fig. 3.2) using the real track data cost function, P (J5y reductions).
Layout Parameter values
(Nm−1, Nsm−1, kg)
Ly1 csy = 1.51×104
Ly2 csy = 1.40×104 bsyp = 4.77×102
Ly3 ksy = ∞ csy = 1.52×104
Ly4 ksy = 4.20×105 csy = 3.93×104 bsyp = 1.13×103
Ly5 ksy = ∞ csy = 1.56×104 bsy = 1.06×104
Ly6 ksy = 3.15×105 csy = 5.41×104 bsy = 6.67×103 bsyp = 1.06×103
Table 4.5 Optimisation results for reducing RMS carbody acceleration of the two-axle
model (Fig. 3.2) using the real track data cost function, P (optimised parameter
values).
4.2.4 Continuous velocity assessment
Having established three beneficial lateral suspension configurations at the vehicle’s
rated velocity of 31 ms−1, and concluded that real track data is best suited for the
rest of the analysis in this thesis, the following analysis determines the extent to which
the carbody’s acceleration changes over a range of vehicle speeds. To this end, Fig. 4.4
shows how the RMS carbody acceleration varies with an increase in vehicle velocity
for the six lateral suspension configurations and for Track110 and Track160.
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Vehicle Velocity (ms−1)



























































Fig. 4.4 RMS carbody acceleration vs vehicle velocity for both sets of real track data,
with the vehicle operation velocity, Vop, highlighted.
No further optimisations take places in this analysis, hence all the optimised
suspension parameters (at Vop) are used to assess the performance at other speeds.
This is because, in reality, besides active or semi-active nonlinear suspensions who’s
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parameters may be vehicle velocity dependent, parameters of passive suspensions such
as the configurations suggested here remain constant over the entire range of speeds.
The vertical dashed line indicates the optimisation and rated velocity, Vop, and the
RMS accelerations at this speed correspond with the values shown in Fig. 4.3. As
discussed in Section 4.2.3, layout Ly3 optimises to that of Ly1; therefore only one base
case line is plotted (in blue) in Figs. 4.4(a) and (b) for clarity.
Both plots follow the same general trend. There exists for Ly1, Ly2 and Ly5 a peak
at around 7.5 ms−1, a minima at roughly 15 ms−1 then a steady increase as the velocity
increases further. Curves simulated using suspension’s Ly4 and Ly6 however show
maxima of lower magnitudes and shifted to higher velocities, yet at the optimisation
velocity the RMS acceleration is significantly decreased (see Fig. 4.4). The different
nature of these sets of curves suggests a fundamentally different frequency response
for configurations Ly4 and Ly6. For both plots, Ly6 in general is the most optimum
configuration. Only in the intermediate region between 12 ms−1 and 21 ms−1 is Ly6
not only sub-optimum, but the most detrimental to the RMS acceleration, however in
reality vehicles will spend little time at this velocity. It is worth mentioning that the
Ly4 and Ly6 cases exhibit more rapid increases RMS acceleration for speeds above Vop,
however as the vehicle is not designed to travel above this speed, this is not a concern.
It is anticipated that for higher speed vehicles, as the optimisation velocity, Vop, will
be higher, a similar trend of optimisation results at Vop will occur.
Confidence can be gained in this passenger comfort assessment and optimisation
as the general trends observed are similar to that seen in the previous work of [102].
Note that each RMS acceleration on Figs. 4.4(a) and (b) is generated by a vehicle
travelling over a 5 km length of track, therefore the analysis is steady state. In reality
however as a vehicle accelerates forwards, it will not be subject to the full extent of
lateral irregularities at each speed. The carbody acceleration vs vehicle velocity curves
will therefore be semi-transient in nature, and may differ slightly from Fig. 4.4.
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In Chapter 3, Figs. 3.4(e) and (f) help to demonstrate how Tγ grows nonlinearly with
increasing PYS. This is due to its squared creepage terms which can be interpreted
from Eqs. (3.33, 3.34) in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.2. Tγ is found to be highly dependent
on the PYS, due to increasing Kx highly correlating with an increasing steady state
curving displacement, and hence larger longitudinal creep forces. Note that in this
analysis, the PYS is modelled as solely the static longitudinal stiffness, however in
reality it is made up also of the longitudinal shear stiffness component of the primary
shear springs.
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Due to Tγ ’s high dependency on Kx, simply including more complicated and
optimised inerter-based structures in the lateral suspension does not directly reduce Tγ ,
although in most cases the passenger comfort is significantly improved. This is captured
in the trade-off plots shown in Figs. 4.5(a) and (b), which consider optimisations for
increasing passenger comfort using a range of PYS values for both Track110 (Fig. 4.5(a))
and Track160 (Fig. 4.5(b)) inputs.
Each plot in Fig. 4.5 is generated as follows: firstly, optimisations for increasing
passenger comfort take place using the baseline suspension, layout Ly1 at a PYS (Kx)
value of 1×106 Nm−1. Kx is increased in steps of 0.5×106 Nm−1 to 4.5×106 Nm−1 to
produce the black solid line. To aid comparison across the layouts, the points on each
curve corresponding to a fixed Kx value are joined by dotted lines; these are very near
horizontal, highlighting that the lateral suspension improvements do not impact on
the trackwear. The lowest dotted line is for Kx = 1×106 Nm−1 and the highest for
Kx = 4.5×106 Nm−1, with increments of 0.5×106 Nm−1 in between. Note that for
this set of optimisations, the damper in Lx1, csx, is fixed to its nominal value shown in
Table 3.1. This is due to the performance being insensitive to its value within a large
range, and also its variation forms a subset of the HALL-bush optimisation which is
discussed later on in this section.
The solid black curve, representing the default lateral suspension (Ly1), shows the
default trade-off between straight running and curving performance, as increasing Kx
inherently increases Tγ yet allows the RMS acceleration to reduce, and vice versa. It
is found that when the three beneficial configurations identified in Section 4.2.3 are
employed, and the system re-optimised, this trade-off, although still in existence, is
improved as the carbody accelerations are reduced for any given Tγ . Consider the
Track110 case; it can be seen that for a given layout it is not possible to improve both
Tγ and RMS acceleration. However through the use of a more complex layout this can
be achieved; for example, at the point on the default Ly1 curve in Fig. 4.5(a), where
Kx = 2×106 Nm−1, indicated by the red circle, RMS acceleration = 0.112 ms−2 and
Tγ = 13 N. If instead the Ly6 layout is used, and the PYS reduced to 1×106 Nm−1
(see the green circle), values of 0.075 ms−2 and 3.2 N can be achieved, respectively
providing improvements of 33% and 75%. Similar benefits can be seen with the
other inerter-based layouts, and it can be concluded therefore that passenger comfort
can be improved and trackwear reduced concurrently by employing inerter-based
configurations in the lateral suspension, effectively permitting a reduction in PYS.
Note the same trends are exhibited with the Track160 analysis, yet as expected with a
track input consisting of less extensive lateral irregularities, the carbody accelerations
are lower in magnitude.
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Fig. 4.5 Trade-off plots showing Tγ vs optimised RMS carbody acceleration for values
of Kx varying from 0.5×106 Nm−1 to 4.5×106 Nm−1, with the Ly1, Ly2, Ly4 and Ly6
lateral suspension configurations, and the default Lx1 longitudinal configuration (the
coloured circles indicate example improvements for both trackwear and passenger
comfort). Kx step-sizes of 0.1×106 Nm−1 below 1×106 Nm−1, and 0.5×106 Nm−1
above 1×106 Nm−1 are used to create these curves, enabling a more comprehensive
analysis of simulations with lower Kx values.
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Whilst Tγ depends on both the longitudinal and lateral contact patch forces,
as well as their respective creepages, it is useful to observe how the these forces
vary individually with time under curving conditions, and how they are affected by
both changes in the optimised lateral suspension and Kx. The following discussion is
therefore devoted to the analysis of lateral and longitudinal forces during curving. It
should be noted that longitudinal force is highly dependent on conicity, as well as PYS.
However, in this section the conicity is kept constant at 0.2 to enable a full analysis of
how each force varies with Kx and the lateral suspension configuration in question.
The plots seen in Fig. 4.6 show how the longitudinal and lateral creep forces at
the front left and rear left wheel vary under curving conditions, which are described in
Section 3.2.2. One can see the initial two second period of straight track (zero force)
followed by a one second transition to curing (steady increase in force magnitude),
six seconds of constant curvature (constant force with some overshoot and oscillatory
behaviour), one second of re-transition and then a return to straight track. The solid
black line denotes the default L1 lateral suspension but with a Kx of 2×106 Nm−1
(lateral suspension optimised for reduced passenger comfort at Kx = 2×106), the
magenta line denotes the same lateral suspension but with a Kx reduced to 1×106 Nm−1
(but with the lateral suspension optimised for reduced passenger comfort at Kx =
2×106 Nm−1), and the dashed black line (almost identical to the magenta line) details
a vehicle with lateral suspension L4 and a Kx of 1×106 Nm−1 (lateral suspension
optimised for reduced passenger comfort at Kx = 1×106 Nm−1). The above suspensions
have been chosen to effectively re-define L1 with Kx = 2×106 Nm−1 as the default
suspension (red circle in Fig. 4.5). It is useful to read these figures in conjunction with
Fig. 4.5(a). Note that the axes of the plots have different scales.
It is clear from the outset that the general trend observed with these forces
is broadly in the expected ballpark for a vehicle of this nature; namely that the
longitudinal forces are greater in magnitude, and less oscillatory than the lateral
forces. The longitudinal forces’ dependency on Kx is highlighted by the fact that as
Kx is halved, the longitudinal force roughly halves also. Also, as Kx halves, both
forces become more oscillatory. This is expected as in general a vehicle’s stability
decreases with a reduced PYS due to the higher propensity for the wheelset to
yaw. It is positive to observe that when the L4 suspension is introduced, the forces
produced are no more oscillatory and are effectively the same as the L1 suspension.
Section 4.2 shows that the vehicle with an L4 suspension, when encountering a straight
rough track and the associated frequencies of track disturbance, shows a reduction
in RMS carbody acceleration. The fact that there is limited to no reduction in both
longitudinal and lateral forces when comparing L4 to L1 in Fig. 4.6 is consequently
deemed unproblematic.
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(a) Front wheelset, left wheel





(b) Rear wheelset, left wheel






(c) Front wheelset, left wheel





(d) Rear wheelset, left wheel
Fig. 4.6 These plots show the variation in the longitudinal and lateral forces at the
front and rear wheelsets (left wheels) when the vehicle is subject to curving conditions
(see Section 3.2.2). A vehicle with the default suspension optimised at a Kx of 2×106
(black), is compared to a vehicle with the same suspension parameters, but with a Kx
now of 1×106 (black dashed), and an optimised L4 layout with again a Kx value of
1×106. Note how the axes’ scales differ.
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Returning to the trade-off between passenger comfort and trackwear, now consider
including the HALL-bush device as the longitudinal suspension layout, Lx2 in Fig. 4.1,
rather than the default Lx1 layout. The HALL-bush structure (previously discussed in
Section 2.2.1) is widely used in the railway industry [9] and consists of a high stiffness
dynamic spring (ksx) in series with a damper, and the lower parallel static yaw stiffness
(Kx), the PYS. This optimisable series stiffness allows for an improved passenger
comfort over the conventional Lx1 layout. This is shown in Fig. 4.7 for the case where
the lateral suspension considered is Ly1. Note here that for the HALL-bush case, a
more general approach is taken, with ksx and csx being optimised in addition to the
lateral suspension parameters. Here the solid black line is repeated, to aid comparison,
and the dashed line shows the improvement in carbody acceleration achievable using
the HALL-bush. Again, altering the PYS only affects the trackwear. As an example
of the improvements that are observed here, re-evaluating the changes in trackwear
and passenger comfort from the red to green circle in Fig. 4.7(a), improvements in
passenger comfort and trackwear of 21% and 75% respectively are identified with the
inclusion of the HALL-bush.
Finally, Fig. 4.8 extends the analysis including the longitudinal HALL-bush to
lateral layouts Ly2 and Ly6. Layout Ly4 is not shown as its curve is found to converge
quickly to that of Ly2 with increasing values of Kx. A passenger comfort improvement
of 40% can be achieved when compared to the default non HALL-bush and Ly1 set-up
(solid black line). Another important consideration is the extent to which inerter-based
lateral suspension layouts plus an optimised HALL-bush improve passenger comfort
over the use of just the HALL-bush structure and Ly1. Comparing the green circles in
Figs. 4.7(a) and 4.8(a), a passenger comfort improvement of 25% is achievable in this
case.
A summarising example of the benefits that inerter-based lateral suspensions
can bring to a two-axle railway vehicle assessed on Track110 is detailed as follows:
combined with a PYS, or Kx, reduction of 50% (from 2×106 Nm−1 to 1×106 Nm−1,
resulting in a Tγ improvement of 75%) the implementation of an Ly2 lateral layout
yields a passenger comfort improvement of 35% compared to the default Lx1 layout, and
18% when compared with the optimum default lateral layout alongside a longitudinal
HALL-bush setup. These percentage improvements can be increased to 40% and 25%
respectively when the more complex Ly6 lateral layout is used.
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Fig. 4.7 Trade-off plots showing Tγ vs optimised RMS carbody acceleration for
values of Kx varying from 0.5×106 Nm−1 to 4.5×106 Nm−1, with the optimised default
Ly1 lateral and both the default Lx1 and HALL-bush Lx2 longitudinal suspension
configurations (the coloured circles indicate example improvements for both trackwear
and passenger comfort). Kx step-sizes of 0.1×106 Nm−1 below 1×106 Nm−1, and
0.5×106 Nm−1 above 1×106 Nm−1 are used to create these curves, enabling a more
comprehensive analysis of simulations with lower Kx values.
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Fig. 4.8 Trade-off plots showing Tγ vs optimised RMS carbody acceleration for values
of Kx varying from 0.5×106 Nm−1 to 4.5×106 Nm−1, comparing the fully optimised
Ly2 and Ly6 configurations combined with Lx2 combinations with the original optimised
default Ly1 and Lx1 combination (the coloured circles indicate example trackwear and
passenger comfort improvements). Kx step-sizes of 0.1×106 Nm−1 below 1×106 Nm−1,
and 0.5×106 Nm−1 above 1×106 Nm−1 are used to create these curves, enabling a
more comprehensive analysis of simulations with lower Kx values.
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4.3.1 Optimised suspension parameter values
Kx (N/m) ×106
















(a) Optimised lateral stiffness parameters vs Kx,
without HALL-bush optimisations.
Kx (N/m) ×106














(b) Optimised lateral stiffness parameters vs Kx,
with HALL-bush optimisations.
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(c) Optimised lateral damping parameters vs Kx,
without HALL-bush optimisations.
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(d) Optimised lateral damping parameters vs Kx,
with HALL-bush optimisations.
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(e) Optimised lateral inertance parameters vs Kx,
without HALL-bush optimisations.
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(f) Optimised lateral inertance parameters vs Kx,
with HALL-bush optimisations.
Fig. 4.9 How optimised parameters of lateral suspension components vary with
PYS, for varying suspension layouts, with and without a HALL-bush structure in the
longitudinal suspension, and for inputs of both Track110 and Track160 (110 and 160
here). Note that when the default longitudinal suspension, Lx1, is used (see Fig. 4.1),
csx is fixed at 4×103 Nsm−1.
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(a) Optimised HALL-bush dynamic stiffness val-
ues.
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(b) Optimised HALL-bush damping values.
Fig. 4.10 How optimised parameters longitudinal HALL-bush suspension components
vary with PYS, for varying suspension layouts for inputs of both Track110 and Track160.
Analysing how the optimum suspension parameter values vary with PYS has the
potential to yield look-up plots where appropriate parameters may be chosen according
to the amount of trackwear and passenger comfort permissible. To this end, plots of
how the suspension parameter values vary with PYS can be found in Figs. 4.9 and
4.10. Note that the graphs each contain different numbers of curve, according to the
layout complexity, and whether or not HALL-bush optimisations have taken place
as well. The left column of graphs are without HALL-bush optimisations, and the
right column of graphs are with HALL-bush optimisations (layout Ly4 is ignored in
the latter case, just in the same way as it was ignored in Fig. 4.8).
The non-smooth nature of these plots is most likely due to the patternsearch
optimisation homing in on local minima for certain specific points. All Track110 curves
follow similar patterns to their Track160 counterparts, and vice-versa, apart from
one exception, the dynamic HALL-bush spring stiffness when combined with a Ly6
longitudinal layout. It is also noticed that as the complexity of the lateral suspension
layout increases, the more scattered each parameter curve becomes.
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4.3.2 Sensitivity analysis using half-creep contact patch
Up to this point, we have assumed a coefficient of friction value of µ = 0.6, and
full-creep conditions. This can be thought of as a worst case scenario, and this section
presents a sensitivity analysis on how using effectively a reduced coefficient of friction
affects the passenger comfort vs ride comfort trade-off.
1 32
Fig. 4.11 A creep force vs creepage curve, at the wheel-rail contact patch, taken from
the VAMPIRE® software handbook [106], detailing how linear approximations of
nonlinear friction saturation manifest themselves. The elliptical contact patches for
three creepage ranges, taken partially from [3], demonstrates how slip (shaded) and
stick (white) progress with increased creepage.
Figure 4.11 shows the standard creep force vs creepage set of curves at the wheel-
rail contact patch. The black and purple curves represent the true situation with
friction saturation, for different values of coefficient of friction, and the the straight
diagonal lines show how the creep force vs creepage relationship can be linearised.
Taking µ = 0.6 for example, the first segment (1) details the situation when there is no
slip between the wheel and rail, in segment 2 there is partial slip and partial stick, and
in segment 3 it can be observed that the creep force does not increase with increased
creepage: full slip conditions, or total friction saturation. For small values of creepage,
it is sufficient to utilise the initial gradient of the curves. This simplification is named
linear full-creep.
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It can be seen though that, for any coefficient of friction, and especially for
decreasing values of coefficient of friction, when the creepage increases, the creep forces
are increasingly over-estimated. It has been deemed necessary therefore, to perform a
sensitivity analysis using linear half-creep. This can be thought of as using a lower
coefficient of friction, however one must be cautious when referring to the coefficient
of friction in this manner, as now, in the linear part of the curve, the creep forces will
be underestimated. It is impossible to strike a perfect balance here when using linear
creep laws.
Fig. 4.12 details the results of the sensitivity analysis, in which the default Ly1
and the optimised Ly2 vehicle (black and blue curves respectively in Fig. 4.5) are
compared when modelled with full and half-creep laws. The horizontal dotted lines
still represent identical Kx values, however it should be noted that they are not the
same for the full and half-creep cases. In general, the same value of Kx produces a
higher value of Tγ for the half-creep case than for the full-creep case.
These results should be read with caution as flange contact could well have been
reached before some of the higher values of Tγ are achieved, however the overall
conclusion is that the trade-off between passenger comfort is still successfully reduced
with the use of inertance integrated suspensions when a half-creep contact law is used.
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Fig. 4.12 Non HALL-bush trade-off plots showing Tγ vs optimised RMS carbody
acceleration, for configurations Ly1 and Ly2, comparing full-creep and half-creep
linearised creepage vs creep law wheel-rail contact patch conditions. Note that the
horizontal dotted lines, denoting constant values of Kx, no not line up with each other
when comparing half-creep and full-creep conditions
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4.4 Summary
Chapter 3’s introduction of the two-axle MATLAB® vehicle model, and the techniques
used to assess the overall vehicle performance, leads into the work presented in this
Chapter. It is shown here that the incorporation and optimisation of inerter-based
structures in the lateral suspension of railway vehicles can concurrently improve
passenger comfort and decrease trackwear. It is also discovered that when these
optimised lateral suspensions are used in conjunction with an optimised HALL-bush
longitudinal suspension structure, the aforementioned concurrent improvement in both
ride comfort and trackwear is further enhanced.
Using the two-axle MATLAB® freight vehicle model introduced in Chapter 3,
which has a rated velocity of 31 ms−1, five inerter-based layouts are introduced as
candidate lateral suspensions. The different types of track data are assessed and it is
found that the PSD of the Random Track is focused towards lower frequencies, thus
Track160 and Track110 (real 5 km lengths of track rated at 160 kph and 110 kph) are
used for the bulk of the analysis in this chapter. RMS lateral carbody acceleration
reductions of up to 45% are found to be feasible with the most optimum, lateral
inerter-based layouts, using patternsearch and fminsearch optimisation techniques,
and a cost function of the carbody’s RMS lateral acceleration. A continuous velocity
assessment of the vehicle dynamics with all optimised devices yield that, on balance,
the more complex layouts with a single parallel inerter provide the most benefit to
straight running performance, although there is a wide variation in RMS acceleration
over all layouts when the vehicle accelerates in the forwards direction.
Quantifying trackwear using the energy lost at the wheel-rail contact patch, Tγ ,
curving analysis concludes that although the use of inerters in the lateral suspension
cannot directly reduce Tγ , it enables the PYS to be reduced whilst also reducing
carbody accelerations under straight running conditions, which in turn allows for a
reduction in Tγ . Reducing the PYS by 50% and implementing the most beneficial
inerter-based layout in the lateral suspension yields a Tγ reduction of 75% and a
passenger comfort improvement of 33%. Further analysis demonstrates that inerter-
based configurations in the lateral suspension provide added benefits when an optimised
HALL-bush configuration, is used as the longitudinal suspension. Combined with the
longitudinal HALL-bush, the passenger comfort improvement rises to 40%. When
comparing the most beneficial inerter-based layout to the default lateral layout, both
combined with the HALL-bush structure in the longitudinal suspension, a passenger
comfort improvement of 25% can be achieved. The vehicle improvements are presented
in plots detailing the curving vs straight running performance trade-off, discussed in
Section 2.1. One interesting point to note is that when the default HALL-bush is used
in conjunction with the default lateral suspension structure, both straight running and
curving performance improve with reduced PYS, rather than there being a trade-off
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(see the semi-diagonal dotted black line in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8). This demonstrates
that the HALL-bush is already an effective mechanism to combat this underlying
performance predicament.
The results from this simplified model show highly promising performance benefits;
however, as positive and encouraging as the results manifested from this chapter are,
it should be noted that the MATLAB® model used here is a comparatively simple
one in relation to those used in industry. The next step in the research detailed in this
thesis, therefore, is the validation of these preliminary results. The work of Chapters 5
and 6 aims to validate the findings using the more sophisticated VAMPIRE® model
detailed in Section 3.3. Chapter 5 explores the means by which a Laplace-based
analytical solution technique can be applied to the mass stiffness and damping matrices
of this VAMPIRE® model, and Chapter 6 combines MATLAB® and VAMPIRE® in
co-simulation to perform more extensive optimisations and nonlinear validation.
Chapter 5
The location matrix method of railway vehicle
simulation
In this chapter we:
• Derive the location matrix method of dynamic system simulation, which allows
the integration of suspension networks with known admittance functions into
certain locations of a general, complicated dynamic system.
• Enable a full Laplace domain - time domain equation of motion transformation,
allowing immittance based optimisations to take place, avoiding the need to alter
the base MCK equations of motion, and eliminating problems associated with
large inversions of transfer function matrices, and algebraic loops associated with
acceleration dependent inerter devices.
• Validate the method on a simple, lumped mass model, comparing with conven-
tional time and frequency domain solutions.
• Apply the location matrix method to a more realistic VAMPIRE® railway
vehicle model, and determine the extent to which this analysis is applicable.
5.1 Introduction
The results obtained from Chapter 4 significantly strengthen the case for the inerter’s
inclusion in railway vehicle suspensions, especially as benefits over solely an optimised
HALL-bash have been identified. It was decided that the next step in this research,
to strengthen the findings, should be to validate the claims of Chapter 4 on a more
realistic and higher order vehicle model. The multi-body railway vehicle software,
VAMPIRE®, discussed in Section 3.3.3, is a powerful simulation tool, however it
is built for analysis not optimisation. With it being decided that the suspension
optimisations had to be performed in MATLAB®, a method was sought that could
incorporate the VAMPIRE® models into MATLAB®.
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The decision was taken to tackle this problem by using mass, stiffness and damping
matrices from the four-axle VAMPIRE® vehicle model, which is set up with it’s default
suspension, yet modelled without any lateral contribution from the trailing arm bush,
and incorporate the inertance-integrated structures manually within the simulation
process. It was discovered however that this technique is extremely hard to perform
correctly as, from solely the matrices, it is problematic to correctly identify the coupling
positions of each suspension layout and the coefficients which should be applied to
each. Furthermore, the Laplace solution technique, which is highly desirable due to
the interchangeable nature of the networks’ admittance functions, requires extremely
high order matrix of transfer functions inversions, which were found to be impossible
in MATLAB® . This chapter introduces a solution method which aims to overcome
the challenges described above.
This chapter is laid out as follows. To begin with, the location matrix simulation
method is derived from a system’s fundamental equation of motion. The derivation
introduces fictitious states associated with the decomposition of the location matrix,
with these states being re-adjoined towards the end and the overall system being
transformed into time-domain, state-space form. The method is then validated using a
two-mass model in MATLAB®, with all decomposition techniques providing a high
degree of modelling accuracy. Finally, the extent to which this method can be applied
to the four-axle VAMPIRE® railway vehicle, with simple lateral forcing inputs, and a
perfectly straight track, is assessed.
The analysis undertaken in this section was reported in the following pub-
lication:
– T. D. Lewis, Y. Li, J. Z. Jiang, S. A. Neild, G. J. Tucker, S. Iwnicki, R. Goodall,
M. C. Smith. Enabling the optimisation of the primary suspension with passive
components for an industrial railway vehicle model. Proceedings of the 28th
International Conference on Noise and Vibration Engineering (ISMA), 2018.
The location matrix method detailed in this chapter was jointly derived by myself, Dr.
Yuan Li from the University of Bristol, and Prof. Malcolm Smith from the University
of Cambridge. Dr. Gareth Tucker from the University of Huddersfield provided the
base case mass, stiffness and damping matrices of the VTISM four-axle vehicle ([7],
and introduced in Chapter 3) used in Section 5.4, as VAMPIRE® was not available at
the University of Bristol at the time.
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5.2 Developing the location matrix method
This section details the derivation of a method conceived to transform the equations
of motion of a generalised n-DOF dynamic system, including optimisable suspension
networks, from Laplace to state-space time-domain form; namely the location matrix
method of dynamic system modelling. This enables the introduction of arbitrary
suspension devices to a general system, with the knowledge of their mechanical
admittance functions, on which DOFs this the networks acts, and how they couple with
one another. The technique serves to avoid problems associated with large Laplace
matrix inversions and algebraic loops associated with inerters.
We begin by considering the equation of motion which governs a generalised
dynamic system,
s2M0x̃+ sC0x̃+K0x̃ = Bũ, (5.1)
where M0, C0 and K0 denote respectively the mass, damping and stiffness matrices,
x is the state matrix, and u is the input matrix, with input coefficients denoted by
B. Recall that s is the Laplace variable, x̃ is the Laplace transform of x and ũ the
Laplace transform of u. Introducing multiple copies of the same suspension network,
with admittance Y (s), Eq. (5.1) can be re-written as
s2M0x̃+ sC0x̃+K0x̃+ sY (s)Lmx̃ = Bũ. (5.2)
where Lm is the location matrix which identifies coupling locations and coefficients
corresponding to the addition to the model of the Y (s) suspension network (see Fig. 5.1
and Eq. (5.43) for an example of a very simple dynamic system plus the suspension
network’s location matrix). If there are m identical copies of the Y (s) suspension
network in various locations within the model, the symmetric location matrix, Lm,
can be written in decomposition form
Lm = V V T , (5.3)
where V ∈ IRn×m. The ith column of V , where i = 1 . . .m, identifies the parameters
and coupling positions which are required to correctly alter the equations of motion of
the overall system when the ith Y (s) suspension network is included in the model. It
hence follows that
sV Ti x̃ = ∆vi, (5.4)
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where ∆vi is the relative change in velocity between the DOFs associated with the ith
device. The force to acceleration transfer function of the Y (s) suspension network can
be expressed as




in which Fi is the force exerted on the ith device and ∆ai is the associated relative
change in acceleration across the ith device.
Y ′(s) must be positive-real [114]; I.E |ψ−ϕ| ≤ 1 where ψ and ϕ denote respectively
the highest powers of s on the numerator and denominator of Y ′(s). Y ′(s) can be
further expressed in the form
Y ′(s) = β0s
p + β1sp−1 + · · · + βp−1s+ βp
sp + α1sp−1 + · · · + αp−1s+ αp
. (5.6)
The following equations show the result of the transformation of the now positive
semi-definite function Y ′(s) into state-space form, using one example of the non-unique
canonical decomposition technique.
Y ′(s) = c1(sI −A1)−1b1 + d1 (5.7)
A1 =

0 1 0 . . . 0
0 0 1 . . . 0
...
...
... . . .
...
0 0 0 . . . 1









(βp − αpβ) (βp−1 − αp−1β) . . . (β2 − α2β) (β1 − α1β)
]
(5.10)
d1 = β0 (5.11)
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It is possible to obtain Lm for large industrial systems using a reverse engineering
approach and analysing a range of MCK (mass, damping and stiffness) matrices
with differing suspension parameters. For example if one was to model, using an
industrial piece of software, a system with and without certain suspension networks,
or respectively with certain suspension networks then identically altered suspension
networks, the difference in the exported stiffness matrices (or damping matrices)
can be interpreted to form a location matrix. However, it is extremely difficult to
interpret these location matrices and decompose Lm into the V V T format, due to
lack of algebraic information, the large numbers of DOF involved and hence a very
complicated and varied coupling situation for each Y (s) network. To this end, it is
necessary to take a more mathematical approach to the decomposition of Lm.
It has been found that the decomposition of Lm is not unique and there exists
more solutions in the form of UUT . Equating V V T and a discovered UUT , it can be
shown that
V = UQ, (5.12)
where
Q = UTV −T , (5.13)
QQT = I, (5.14)
and hence
V Ti = QTUTi . (5.15)
Substituting V = UQ into Eq. (5.4),
sQTUTi x̃ = ∆vi, (5.16)
and multiplying by Q−T ,
sUTi x̃ = ∆vfi, (5.17)
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a fictitious set of states is introduced, denoted by the subscript f . The following
equations show how the now fictitious forces (Ffi) and accelerations (afi) relate to the
physical system.
Ffi = QFi. (5.18)
Equation 5.5 can now be rewritten to include the fictitious forces and accelerations
Y ′(s) = Fi∆ai
= Ffi∆afi
. (5.19)
The derivation of the state-space, time-domain simulation method begins with
the decomposition
Lm = UUT , (5.20)
and hence adjoins fictitious states wf , with the use of fictitious accelerations af . If
the input to Y ′(s) for the ith fictitious suspension network location is the change in
relative fictitious accelerations of various system DOFs, UiTxs2, then r copies of the
state Y ′ can be adjoined as follows, where FY ′fi are the fictitious Y ′(s) suspension
forces at the ith fictitious suspension network location;
ẇf1 = A1wf1 + b1U1T x̃s2, (5.21)
FY ′f1 = c1wf1 + d1U1
T x̃s2, (5.22)
to
ẇfr = A1wfr + b1UrT x̃s2, (5.23)
FY ′fr = c1wfr + d1Ur
T x̃s2. (5.24)
Let z be the forces provided by Y (s)
z = Y (s)Lmx̃s, (5.25)
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therefore
z = Y ′(s)Lmx̃s2. (5.26)
Performing suitable substitutions,
z = UY ′(s)UT x̃s2, (5.27)
and
z = (U1Y ′(s)U1T + U2Y ′(s)U2T + ....+ UrY ′(s)UrT )x̃s2. (5.28)
Y ′(s)UiT x̃s2 describes the ith set of fictitious Y ′(s) forces as defined in Eq. (5.24).
Therefore, making further substitutions, Eq. (5.28) can be written as
z = U1(c1wf1 +d1U1T x̃s2)+U2(c1wf2 +d1U2T x̃s2)....+Ur(c1wfr +d1UrT x̃s2). (5.29)
The original system equation of motion, Eq. (5.2), can now be modified to include
z, defining the suspension forces provided by the Y (s) device,
M0x̃s
2 + C0x̃s+K0x̃+ z = Bũ. (5.30)
Multiplying by s, substituting in Eq. (5.29) for z, and hence introducing the Y ′(s)
states ẇf1, . . ., ẇfr,
M0x̃s
3 + C0x̃s2 +K0x̃s+
r∑
i=1
Ui(c1ẇfi + d1UTi x̃s3) = Bũs, (5.31)
Substituting for ẇfi using Eq. (5.23), a new system equation of motion can be formed
M0x̃s
3 + C0x̃s2 +K0x̃s+
r∑
i=1
Ui(c1(A1wfi + b1UiT x̃s2) + d1UTi x̃s3) = Bũs. (5.32)
Grouping powers of s, and performing the following reverse substitutions
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a generalised and simplified equation of motion can be formed
M ′0x̃s
3 + C ′0x̃s2 +K0x̃s+
r∑
i=1
Ui(c1A1ẇfi) = Bũs. (5.35)
The entire system can now be written in the time domain, in state-space form,

























−1C ′0 −M ′0
−1K0 0 −M ′0
−1U1c1A1 . . . −M ′0
−1Urc1A1
I 0 0 0 . . . 0
0 I 0 0 . . . 0
b1U1




... . . . 0
b1Ur







A more visually coherent representation of Eq. (5.36) is described below, where
the deletion of the state x results in the deletion of the third row and column of Ass,
forming A′ss, (a similar manipulation to Bss occurs) and Eq. (5.36) is integrated with
respect to time.
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−1C ′0 −M ′0
−1K0 −M ′0
−1U1c1A1 . . . −M ′0
−1Urc1A1
I 0 0 . . . 0
b1U1
T 0 A1 . . . 0
...
...
... . . . 0
b1Ur








In summary, this derivation has transformed a system’s general Laplace equation
of motion (Eq. (5.2)) which includes a set of m identical suspension networks, with
admittance Y (s), into time-domain, state-space form (Eq. (5.40)). The core purpose
of building up this method is to enable the optimisation of parameters within inerter-
based suspensions added to large and complicated dynamic systems, where only the
numerical MCK matrices are available. Without this method, it is extremely tedious
or almost impossible to analyse the system and interpret various variations of MCK
matrices (when outputted with different Y (s) parameter values) such that the equations
of motion can be interpreted with any sort of accuracy. The Laplace to state-space
time-domain transformation also eliminates the algebraic loops which occur when
inerters are implemented straight into the equations of motion, as well as the complex
matrix inversions required which demands much computational power, using a Laplace
domain solution technique similar to the one used in of Section 3.2, Eq. (3.16).
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5.3 Validation of the location matrix method using a low-
order model in MATLAB®
Before testing this method on an industrial railway vehicle model, it is necessary
to validate it using a simpler system. The system chosen is a standard, frictionless,
two-mass oscillator, shown in Fig. 5.1, and contains a direct Y (s) connection between
the two masses. Figure 5.2 shows the six candidate optimisable Y (s) networks, the
same as the proposed lateral suspensions seen in Fig. 4.1, for consistency. Table 5.1






















Table 5.1 The values of the masses and components of Fig. 5.1, along with the fixed
values of the Y (s) network components from Fig. 5.2.




















Fig. 5.2 The Y (s) networks which can be implemented ino the model set out in
Fig. 5.1.
The initial validation uses the true location matrix, which can be intuited from





The validation begins by comparing the responses of mass 1 to input forces Fs1
and Fs2 on masses 1 and 2 respectively, using the L1 version of Y (s), calculated three
ways:
• Tfsys A. The standard formation of the Laplace equations of motion, which
incorporate the stiffness, damping and inertance terms of Y (s) (increasing powers
of s) into the system matrix manually. Solved in the Laplace domain.
• Tfsys Lm. A slight variation of Tfsys A in which a location matrix is used in
conjunction with the base mass, damping and stiffness matrices of the system.
Solved in the Laplace domain.
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• YsLm SS. The fully automated location matrix method, using the Lm decom-
position, which include fictitious states, laid out in Section 5.2. Laplace to
time-domain transform is performed in this method.
The arbitrarily introduced forces, Fs1 and Fs2, can be either harmonic or step in nature,
as detailed in Fig. 5.3.
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Fig. 5.3 The input forces at mass 1 (Fs1) and mass 2 (Fs2), for the harmonic and
step input cases respectively.
Figures 5.4(a) and (b) show the responses of mass 1 to sinusoidal and step forcing
respectively, using the three different simulations introduced above. In both cases all
three curves match extremely well, and therefore increasing confidence can be gained
in the location matrix method analysis technique.
The next step in the validation procedure is to test a number of different location
matrices and different Y (s) layouts. As the location matrices have to be symmetric,
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Fig. 5.4 A comparison between the three methods of simulating the simple dynamic
system of Fig. 5.1, with the original location matrix, in response to the harmonic input
(a), and the step input (b) at mass 1, using an L1 Y (s) layout.
V2 =
 1 1 5
−1 −34.6 0
 (5.45)
which form the two location matrices, via V V T









This test assumes we are simulating a situation where we can infer the location
matrix from a large and complex system, however we cannot infer the corresponding
V decomposition. Lm1 corresponds with the exact system as defined in Fig. 5.1. Lm2
should be thought of as still a location matrix for the Fig. 5.1 model, however one which
implies that certain parameters in Y (s) have been altered, and that is extremely hard
to decompose. The main point to note here is that we concerned as to what system
is effectively being modelled by the inclusion of Lm2; we are testing the theoretical
decomposition and location matrix simulation techniques here.
Two decompositions into UUT can be performed, each in two ways:
• Single Value Decomposition (SVD). This produces a diagonal matrix κ, and
unitary matrices Us and Vs, such that
UsVs = I, (5.48)
and





• Eigenvalue Decomposition. This decomposition results in
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where Ue is a matrix of the system’s eigenvectors and the diagonal matrix Σ
contains the system’s eigenvalues. This is very similar to the SVD, and the




Test case ∆Lmsvd ∆Lmeig
Test 1 8.04 × 10−16 0
Test 2 5.86 × 10−14 7.11 × 10−15
Table 5.2 Discrepancies between the norm of the location matrices formed by V V T
and UUT in both test cases. ∆Lm relates to the type of decomposition technique, and
the test number relates to the test cases shown in Eqs. (5.44 - 5.45).
Table 5.2 shows the difference in the Euclidean Norm of the UUT location matrix
for each of the decomposition techniques (∆Lmsvd and ∆Lmeig for SVD and Eigenvalue
decomposition respectively), for each test case, and the original V V T location matrix.
The minute differences observed assert the fact that both decomposition techniques
yield the same results. The Eigenvalue decomposition will be used for the rest of the












show the U matrices for the Test 2 case, now introducing the fictitious states, and
the identical nature of the resulting location matrix. Simulation of the two-mass
system, with identical inputs, is then performed using the location matrix method,
with the original inputs, for each U decomposition case, and a variety of Y (s) cases.
The resulting responses for every Y (s) and decomposition case (original V , Usvd, and
Ueig) are found to be identical. Figures 5.5(a) and (b) show the results for Test 2,
simulated respectively with a sinusoidal and step input. These positive results further
consolidate the validity of the location matrix method, and confidence is gained in
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using simulation methods which introduce fictitious states, and therefore inconceivable
dynamic systems.
Time (s)



























































Fig. 5.5 A comparison between the three location matrix methods, for test case 2 (see
Eqs. (5.45 - 5.55)), of simulating the simple dynamic system of Fig. 5.1 in response to
the harmonic input (a), and the step input (b) at mass 1, using an L6 Y (s) layout.
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5.4 Application to railway vehicle suspension optimisa-
tion
The location matrix method detailed in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 has been used with
VAMPIRE® to simulate a four-axle railway vehicle [115], with the aim of optimising
its lateral suspension and improving its curving performance and passenger comfort.
The vehicle used is the four-axle VTISM model which was introduced in Chapter 3,
Section 3.3. Passenger comfort is quantified by the RMS lateral carbody acceleration,
when the vehicle is subject to a 5 km stretch of lateral track disturbance, taken from a
real track, much like the analysis techniques defined in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1.
Before applying the location matrix method to a full vehicle model, optimising
suspension parameters, one must first validate the method on the four-axle model. To
simplify the analysis, and target and determine any discrepancies which may occur, a
simpler input of lateral forcing at the front wheelset in used (rather than Track160
displacement inputs, which consists of 5km of lateral irregularities).
Applying Eq. (5.2) to the railway vehicle, M0, C0 and K0 are respectively the
mass, damping and stiffness matrices exported from VAMPIRE® for the hypothetical
base model with no primary lateral suspension at all, which amongst other things
contain information regarding the wheel-rail contact patch forces. The primary lateral
suspension elements are therefore included in the Y (s) part of Eq. (5.2). B includes
wheel-rail contact force information when the input u matrix consists of real track
disturbance data, and is simply unity when u is a forcing input. For the forcing input
case, u is a positive lateral force on the centre of mass of the front wheelset for the first
second, an equal and opposite force for the 6th second, and zero at all other times.
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Fig. 5.6 A comparison between the inherent VAMPIRE® and finalised location
matrix methods of simulation of a four-axle VAMPIRE® vehicle model, showing the
carbody lateral movement with a lateral forcing input of 10 kN.
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Fig. 5.7 A comparison between the inherent VAMPIRE® and finalised location
matrix methods of simulation of a four-axle VAMPIRE® vehicle model, showing the
carbody lateral movement with a lateral forcing input of 100 kN.
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show how the VAMPIRE® and location matrix simulations
compare for lateral step force magnitudes of respectively 10 kN and 100 kN, specifically
focussing on the carbody’s lateral motion, and using an L1 bush layout with default
parameter values. It is clear that a closer match occurs at the lower forcing input,
and at the higher forcing input the location matrix method predicts slightly higher
amplitudes of oscillation. It should be noted that at a lateral force of 10 kN, many
different Y (s) suspension layouts with and without inerters have been tested with
the location matrix method and the comparisons with VAMPIRE® are correct to a
very high degree of accuracy. The transient analysis within VAMPIRE® has been
linearised to the extent that there is there is no friction saturation at the contact patch,
meaning that a linear contact model is used, however it is impossible to linearise the
M0, C0 and K0 matrices completely as the normal force of the vehicle on the track
(perpendicular to the wheel’s profile) is not distributed equally or consistently when the
vehicle is displaced or exhibits hunting motion, resulting in the creep force parameters
within the system matrix (Eq. (5.37)) varying during the simulation. This cannot be
accounted for using the location matrix method in its current form as values within
the base exported matrices cannot vary, and therefore the time varying normal force is
the key factor changing the exported matrices from VAMPIRE®.
Figure 5.8 demonstrates the extent to which the normal force at the front right
wheel contact patch varies during the simulation. When the lateral track displacement
is used as the input, and when the stability of the vehicle is assessed using a standard
stability track (where the vehicle is excited and then the oscillations are left to diminish)
comparisons between the VAMPIRE® and location matrix methods of calculation
yield different results in terms of respectively the RMS lateral acceleration of the
carbody, and the steady state displacement of the wheelset.
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Vampire - 10kN Step Force
Vampire - 100kN Step Force
Location Matrix - All Step Forces
Fig. 5.8 Contact patch normal force variations at the front left wheel-rail contact
patch of the four-axle railway vehicle when subject to the lateral wheelset 1 step input
simulation. Note the vertical (z) direction is defined as positive downwards, therefore
these forces can be thought of as reaction forces, and the normal force is normal to
the contact patch plane, not necessarily in the upwards direction.
Although one cannot be certain that the time varying normal force is the only
phenomenon which results in a change in the overall system matrix, it can be con-
cluded that although the location matrix method can be used to provide preliminary
optimisations for a lateral suspension device on a constant normal force and linear
contact four-axle railway vehicle model, further investigations are required for a full
nonlinear analysis. These further investigations are reported in Chapter 6, where
VAMPIRE® and MATLAB® interact in a way which enables the optimisation of sus-
pensions where the simulations take place in VAMPIRE®, rather than using linearised
exported MCK matrices in MATLAB®. The location matrix method, nevertheless, is
a neat technique of incorporating arbitrary suspensions into much more complicated
dynamic systems.
5.5 Summary
Whilst the analysis and optimisations of Chapter 4 were performed on a two-axle railway
vehicle model in MATLAB®, the aim of this chapter is to enable the optimisation of
a more complex and realistic railway vehicle when exported from an industrial piece of
software (VAMPIRE®) in MCK matrix form.
To this end, the research presented in this chapter has introduced, derived and
validated a method for simulating dynamic systems by which interchangeable suspension
elements can be incorporated at certain locations via their admittance functions in
the Laplace domain, whilst the base mass, stiffness and damping matrices are used
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unchanged. This Laplace to state-space location matrix method has the potential to
allow large scale dynamic systems exported from industrial software to be analysed,
and chosen suspension networks with known admittance functions to be optimised
for a range of cost functions. This method is applicable when one wishes to optimise
suspension parameters that are not already introduced to industrial dynamic systems,
and these systems are highly complex and the equations of motion are near on impossible
to decipher. Each optimisation iteration, it allows an input of the admittance function
of a proposed suspension network, however the simulation occurs in time-domain
state space-form, avoiding large and challenging matrix inversions and algebraic loops
created by introducing inerters.
In this project, the challenges described above were extensive when attempt-
ing to simulate, in a similar manner to the method described in Section 3.2, the
VAMPIRE® four-axle vehicle model. The large numbers of DOF involved made the
transfer functions within the matrices of an extremely high order, making inversions
impossible in MATLAB® . This aspect was the main motivation for developing the
location matrix simulation method.
The method builds on the fact that the location matrix (which defines the coupling
positioning of additional suspension networks along with scaling factors) of an additional
suspension device can be decomposed into decomposition matrices. When it is not
feasible or impossible to correctly infer these matrices from the large dynamic system,
eigenvalue decompositions or SVDs take place. Combining these with the non-unique
canonical decomposition of the force to acceleration transfer function of the suspension
device in question, extra, fictitious, states are introduced to the dynamics, and are
present in the final state-space time-domain set of equations.
The method has been successfully validated using a simple two-mass MATLAB
model, and for a range of inerter and non-inerter based suspension networks, to an
extremely high degree of accuracy. Both decomposition techniques yield correct results
and both sinusoidal and step forcing inputs have been tested. When applied to the
VTISM four-axle railway introduced in Chapter 3, a much higher order model, the
system responses to small to medium forcing inputs are correct. However, as the
inputs and resulting displacements become higher, the system becomes more and more
nonlinear due to the presence of asymmetric normal forcing at the wheel-rail contact
patch. The changes in base stiffness and damping matrices become significant and can
no longer be ignored, therefore the location matrix method becomes less effective at
simulating responses. This method has potential to produce preliminary optimisations
for linearised railway vehicle models, however to perform a robust and nonlinear
analysis and optimisation of the realistic passenger vehicle model, it is inevitable that
the VAMPIRE® simulations will have to be performed at each iteration.
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To solve the problem of VAMPIRE® being unable to perform optimisations,
and the fact that certain inherent vehicle nonlinearities need to be accounted for to
perform a full optimisation and vehicle assessment, the content of Chapter 6 pursues
an approach which combines both MATLAB® ’s optimisations capabilities, as well as
the necessary simulation and analysis techniques only available in VAMPIRE®.

Chapter 6
Track friendliness improvement of a four-axle
model
In this chapter we:
• Perform primary lateral suspension optimisations on the four-axle VAMPIRE
model introduced in Chapter 3, with the aim of minimising the PYS, whilst
maintaining permissible levels of passenger comfort.
• Use MATLAB® and VAMPIRE® in co-simulation during the optimisation,
alongside the structure-immittance approach, to determine beneficial inertance-
integrated networks, using a range of vehicle velocities and wheel-rail conicities.
• Detail results of simulations using the optimised vehicles with nonlinear wheel-rail
contact data and the square-root creep law.
• Perform standard industrial tests on the optimised vehicles, again with nonlinear
wheel-rail contact data, to determine whether any unwanted dynamic behaviour
is introduced by such suspensions.
6.1 Introduction
Whilst Chapter 5 provided a method which enables linear vehicle optimisations, the
inherent nonlinearities within railway vehicles, even under linear contact conditions,
mean that other methods of analysis were sought to pursue the validation of the use
of inerters within the scope of railway vehicles. The analysis and results presented in
this chapter, the core validation and further testing chapter in this thesis, not only
show how VAMPIRE® and MATLAB® can combine to respectively simulate and
optimise railway vehicles and their suspension elements, but detail that when nonlinear
simulations and industry standard tests are performed on the optimised vehicles, no
significant performance detriments are observed, all tests are passed, and in the most
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critical speed and conicity case, both straight running and curving performance benefits
are obtainable.
A chronological overview of the content of this chapter is as follows. To begin with,
the generic suspension networks to be considered are introduced, and the extent to which
the structure-immittance approach to network-synthesis can be used in VAMPIRE® is
assessed. The optimisation procedure is then detailed, along with how VAMPIRE® and
MATLAB® interact with one another, before preliminary optimisations take place
on the default rubber bush. Four beneficial inertance-integrated suspension networks
are then determined through the systematic optimisation of the lateral portion of the
trailing arm bush, with a widened parameter space (which comes with tailored fluid-
passageway devices), using a linear contact law for computational efficiency. Lastly,
validation tests using nonlinear wheel and track profiles, and the square-root creep
law, are then performed on the optimised vehicles, along with industry standard tests
which determine whether or not the addition of inerters causes detrimental effects in
any area.
The results presented and discussed in this chapter were reported in the
following publications:
– T. D. Lewis, Y. Li, G. J. Tucker, J. Z. Jiang, Y. Zhao, S. A. Neild, M. C. Smith,
R. Goodall, N. Dinmore. Improving the track friendliness of a four-axle railway
vehicle using an inertance-integrated lateral primary suspension. Vehicle System
Dynamics: International Journal of Vehicle Mechanics and Mobility, 2019.
– T. D. Lewis, Y. Li, G. J. Tucker, J. Z. Jiang, S. A. Neild, M. C. Smith, R. Goodall,
S. Iwnicki, N. Dinmore. Inertance-integrated primary suspension optimisation on
an industrial railway vehicle model. Proceedings of the 26th IAVSD International
Symposium on Dynamics of Vehicles on Roads and Tracks (IAVSD), 2019.
The VAMPIRE® simulations for the VUC analysis of Section 6.3.2, and the additional
vehicle assessments of Section 6.3.3 were performed by Dr. Gareth Tucker at the
University of Huddersfield, and processed and analysed by myself at Bristol.
6.2 Identifying beneficial primary suspension configura-
tions for PYS reduction
This section introduces an optimisation procedure using VAMPIRE® simulations
and MATLAB optimisation commands with the aim of reducing the multi-stage
VAMPIRE® vehicle’s PYS by optimising the primary lateral suspension without
worsening passenger comfort. As discussed in Section 2.1, decreasing the PYS increases
the propensity of the wheelset to yaw, which decreases the forces at the contact patch.
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This, in turn, decreases Tγ , which decreases the VUC (see Chapter 6.3.2). As with
previous chapters, the focus on the primary lateral suspension is because this approach
has been found to be found to beneficial in previous studies. Firstly, the default rubber
bush will be optimised for comparison purposes, followed by a variety of inertance-
integrated devices. Three beneficial inertance-integrated layouts are identified and the
corresponding performance benefits are demonstrated.
6.2.1 Candidate inertance-integrated layouts using the structure im-
mittance approach
In this work, the conventional (default) layout as seen in Fig. 6.1(a) is labelled S1 and
will be optimised first. Candidate inertance-integrated layouts for the primary lateral
suspensions (2O in Fig. 3.6) will be proposed using the structure-immittance approach
[116]. This approach allows generic suspension structures, which can cover all potential
networks with a pre-determined complexity, to be established in VAMPIRE® and
explored in a systematic manner during the optimisations. The constraints on element

















(c) Generic network 2 (GN2).
Fig. 6.1 The default S1 suspension network, and the two generic networks which can
be used to make up the eight layouts consisting of one inerter, one damper, and one
spring, using the structure-immittance approach
For simplicity of design, layouts consisting of one spring, one damper, and one
inerter (1k1c1b) will be considered here. Following the formulation procedure detailed
in [116], two generic layouts which cover all eight (1k1c1b) layouts are shown in Fig-
ures 6.1(b) and (c). These two generic layouts are implemented in VAMPIRE® (with
inerters being introduced in accordance with Section 3.3.3) in parallel with a fixed
lateral static stiffness (kby) replacing the conventional primary lateral suspension.
When optimising each of the generic layouts, the parameter values of the inerters,
dampers and springs are varied with the condition that only one spring is present in
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the optimised layout and the others must take a value of zero or infinity depending
on their position. Note that, if manufacturing constraints allow it, layouts with an
increased complexity can also be established and investigated following the procedure
developed in [116].
6.2.2 Optimisation cost function, constraints, and procedure
To maintain a satisfactory level of passenger comfort when reducing the vehicle’s PYS,
performance constraints on the passenger comfort are considered in the optimisation.
For this study, the passenger comfort is quantified as the average value of the carbody’s
Root Mean Squared (RMS) acceleration, as measured at floor level above the centre of
each bogie. Three linear wheel conicity (0.1, 0.3 and 0.5) and three forward vehicle
speed (11.2 ms−1, 22.4 ms−1 and 33.5 ms−1) cases, forming a total of nine conicity
and speed combinations, are investigated to ensure a thorough analysis of the vehicle’s
performance. This is done because the vehicle speed inherently varies as it accelerates
and decelerates, and its conicity varies over its lifespan, which can be a number of
decades. For computational efficiency, the optimisations performed in Section 6.2 use
a linear creepage vs creep force dependency, plus linear conicity (I.E. constant conicity
for any value of wheelset displacement). The validation in Section 6.3 utilises the
square root creep law along with real wheel-rail contact information.
The vehicle used in this study has a rated velocity of 33.5 ms−1, and its dynamics
are assessed using the VAMPIRE® library track file Track160. This track, introduced
in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1 is a 5 km track that is representative of a standard, straight,
GB track with a line speed of 160 kph. In this analysis, all track geometries are used
as inputs; i.e. irregularities in curvature, cant, lateral and vertical alignment, and
gauge variations, as opposed to only the lateral variations considered in Chapter 3,
Section 3.2.1. At the two highest velocity and conicity combinations (conicity 0.3 and
0.5 at 33.5 ms−1) the maximum permitted RMS acceleration is constrained to 100% of
the default values. However, a relaxed constraint of 110% of the default RMS values is
used for the seven other cases, as these are assumed to be less critical in the control of
instabilities.
Bushing type kby kiy cby bby PYS
(MNm−1) (MNm−1) (kNsm−1) (kg) (%) of default
fixed
Rubber bush 1.752 1 - 5 1 - 5 - 0.001 - 100
Inertance-integrated device 1.752 1 - 10 1 - 50 1 - 7000 0.001 - 100
Table 6.1 The proposed parameter space of rubber bushes, and inertance-integrated
lateral suspension devices to be optimised.
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Fig. 6.2 A flow-chart showing how MATLAB® and VAMPIRE® interact within the
optimisation process.
The parameters of the primary lateral suspension elements are allowed to be
optimised but will be constrained within certain ranges, as shown in Table 6.1. The
conventional primary lateral suspension comprises a rubber bush [7] (see Fig. 6.1(a)),
which has a limited range of achievable stiffness and damping values. This will be
optimised first to demonstrate the maximum benefits that a rubber bush can achieve.
Inertance-integrated layouts introduced in Section 6.2.1 will then be optimised. A
wider parameter space for these layouts will be assumed considering various realisation
possibilities (e.g. hydraulic bushing devices with orifice induced damping, devices using
ball-screw and lever arm based inertance). For example, if considering a helical-tube












where b denotes inertance, m is the mass of the fluid in the tube, and respectively A1
and r1 the area and radius of the piston, and A2 and r2 the area and radius of the
helical tubing. A similar analysis was alluded to in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1. It can be
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calculated that a r1 to r2 ratio of 10 can achieve 7000 kg of inertance with 0.7 kg of
fluid in the tube. Note that to form a fair comparison and maintain the vehicle’s static
lateral behaviour, the static stiffness, kby, remains fixed at a value of 1.752 MNm−1
throughout the optimisation process.
Figure 6.2 displays a flow-chart detailing the interaction between MATLAB® and
VAMPIRE within the optimisation procedure. MATLAB® is used to perform the
optimisations (using Genetic Algorithms such as Patternsearch and Particle Swarm
Optimisation (PSO)) and calls VAMPIRE® to perform a defined simulation for each
iteration. For each iteration, the cost function, Kbx, and the parameter values of
the primary suspension in question are allowed to vary as the optimisation inputs
change. Each VAMPIRE® run consists of the vehicle being subject to Track160, using
a simulation time-step of 0.0001s.
6.2.3 Optimisation results detailing beneficial suspension configura-
tions
The optimisation results have been summarised in Table 6.2, where the variation
and reduction of the total PYS is based on the optimised kbx. The first two lines of
Table 6.2 (S1 default and S1a) show that the PYS can only be reduced by 2% with an
optimum rubber bush, using the parameters space detailed in Table 6.1, and the values
of RMS acceleration for the default S1 and optimised rubber bush are almost identical.
This suggests that the default values for the primary lateral suspension used in the
BogiePassenger 39t 15yaw model are very similar to the optimal ones when considering
only rubber bushes. To form a fair comparison, the next set of optimisation results
show that when the default S1 bush is optimised with the widened parameter space
(shown in Table 6.1), the PYS is allowed to be reduced by 21% (See S1b in Table 6.2),















Fig. 6.3 The default bushing layout along with the three identified beneficial inertance-
integrated networks.
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Using the candidate layouts proposed by the structure-immittance approach (see
Section 6.2.1), several inertance-integrated configurations have been identified, as
shown in Fig. 6.3: S2-S4. Optimisation results detailed in Table 6.2 yield significant
PYS reductions of 47%, 41% and 47% respectively for layouts S2, S3 and S4. Note
that for S4, a damping compliance k2y has been included to make the modelling more
realistic, as in reality all dampers have a certain amount of end-stiffness. The method
by which the reduction in PYS shown in Table 6.2 manifests in monetary savings is
shown is Section 6.3.2.
Layout k1y k2y cby bby PYS (abs) PYS (%)
(MNm−1) (MNm−1) (kNsm−1) (kg) MNmrad−1 of default
Default 3.50 - 1.75 - 15.00 100
S1a 3.38 - 1.93 - 14.72 98
S1b 10.00 - 50.00 - 11.92 79
S2 4.17 - 38.45 3905.63 7.99 53
S3 9.09 - 50.00 6829.94 8.83 59
S4 9.24 10.00 50.00 2550.00 7.99 53
Table 6.2 Optimisation results for reducing the PYS of the four-axle VTISM model
(Fig. 3.6); showing PYS reductions, and optimised parameter values when using
inertance-integrated layouts, as well as the default and optimised S1 rubber bush.
Figure 6.4 details the RMS carbody acceleration values with the five optimised
solutions for different conicities and velocities set out in Table 6.2. The horizontal
dashed lines represent the default RMS acceleration value for each velocity and conicity
combination, whilst the dotted lines show the relaxed 110% constraint defined in Sec-
tion 6.2.2. Firstly, it can be seen that at conicity 0.5 and 33.5 ms−1, configurations S2,
S3 and S4 provide significant reductions in carbody RMS acceleration (of respectively
18.5%, 5.2%, and 13.8%) whilst permitting the PYS to be decreased. Note that these
results are based on simulations carried out using simplified, linear contact models.
Conicity 0.1 Conicity 0.3 Conicity 0.5 PYS (%)
Layout Velocity (ms−1) Velocity (ms−1) Velocity (ms−1) of S1
(% diff) 11.2 22.4 33.5 11.2 22.4 33.5 11.2 22.4 33.5 default
S1a - - - - - - - - - 98
S1b 0.00 -3.47 -0.94 0.00 -3.98 -2.80 -0.64 -5.53 -4.43 79
S2 8.47 7.43 5.63 10.00 5.98 -6.16 7.69 5.14 -18.49 53
S3 5.08 2.97 1.56 6.00 -1.20 -0.28 1.92 -5.14 -5.21 59
S4 8.47 5.94 5.00 8.67 4.78 -0.56 5.13 4.3 -13.80 53
Table 6.3 Percentage reductions (−) or increases (+) in RMS carbody accelerations
for all beneficial configurations (concerning the optimisation of the four-axle model
(Fig. 3.6 for reduced PYS) when compared to the default suspension (S1a), when linear
contact modelling is used, for each conicity and velocity combination.























0.2 S1a - 98% PYS
S1b - 79% PYS
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Fig. 6.4 Optimisation results showing how RMS carbody acceleration varies with
vehicle velocity and linear conicity, for configurations defined in Table 6.2 and Fig. 6.3.
The horizontal dashed lines represent the default RMS acceleration value for each
velocity and conicity combination, whilst the dotted lines show the relaxed 110%
constraint introduced in Section 6.2.2.
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Fig. 6.5 Optimisation results showing RMS carbody acceleration values for configura-
tion S1b with a PYS of 53% rather than 79% to demonstrate the effect of a reduced
PYS on a layout without an inerter. For reference, S1a and the inerter-based S2 data
are reproduced from Fig. 6.4. The horizontal dashed lines represent the default RMS
acceleration value for each velocity and conicity combination, whilst the dotted lines
show the relaxed 110% constraint introduced in Section 6.2.2.
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At the two lower speeds in Fig. 6.4, S3 and S4 perform nominally better than
S2, and at conicity 0.1, all configurations are far less susceptible to changes in vehicle
speed, in terms of deviating from their relative RMS acceleration performance. The
percentage differences between the RMS values for S1b, S2, S3 and S4, and S1a (acting
as the default) can be seen in Table 6.3, with the improvements (-) in bold font. To
understand the effect of a reduced PYS on the system without an inerter, Fig. 6.5
shows the S1b layout with 53% PYS (i.e. the same PYS value that is used with the S2
layout). It can be seen that for the two cases with conicity 0.3 and 0.5 (at 33.5 ms−1)
the inertance-integrated configuration S2 is far superior compared with the lower speed
and conicity cases. This suggests that the inclusion of an inerter in the suspension
allows the PYS to be reduced whilst improving or maintaining the passenger comfort.
6.3 Assessing beneficial inertance-integrated suspensions
The optimisation detailed in Section 6.2 uses simplified, linear conicity contact models
and Track160 for the sake of computational efficiency. It should be noted though, that
unlike completely linear analysis undertaken in Chapter 5 using exported mass, stiffness,
and damping matrices, here the analysis is nonlinear in the sense that the normal
contact force, amongst other parameters, varies at every time-step; just the contact
law and wheel-rail conicity is linear. The performance of the linearly optimised devices
is now considered using more realistic wheel-rail contact models. Here a nonlinear
contact model based on measured wheel-rail pairs with equivalent conicities of 0.1, 0.3,
and 0.5, and nonlinear creep vs creep force friction saturation is included in the model.
Benefits in Network Rail Vehicle Usage Charge (VUC) that a reduced PYS brings are
calculated, and the effects of the modified suspension design on vehicle behaviour in
curve transitions and in response to one-off peak lateral irregularities are investigated.
Note that no further optimisation takes place in this section, and flange contact is
not reached in any of the simulations. It is anticipated that flange contact would be
detrimental to both track and wheel wear as well as passenger comfort.
6.3.1 Acceleration analysis using nonlinear wheel-rail contact data
In this section, measured worn wheels from a the research project detailed in [118] are
used in the VAMPIRE® simulations to assess the performance advantages obtained
by the use of inertance-integrated structures. The equivalent conicity (discussed at
length in Section 3.3.2) of these wheel-rail pairs is calculated based on a 3 mm lateral
offset, now using a nonlinear rrd graph. Figure 6.6 shows the RMS accelerations with
all the beneficial solutions shown in Table 6.2 when the nonlinear contact model is
used. The horizontal dashed lines represent the RMS values obtained with the S1a
configurations for each velocity and equivalent conicity case. The percentage changes
when compared with S1a can be seen in Table 6.4, with the improvements (−) in bold
font. Note that in Table 6.4, the changes are calculated relative to the S1a case.
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(c) Equivalent Conicity 0.1.
Fig. 6.6 Showing the RMS carbody acceleration vs vehicle velocity variation for
vehicles simulated with optimal primary suspensions, now using measured wheel-rail
contact data rather than linear conicity. Note that no constraints exist here (as
no further optimisation has taken place), only linear and nonlinear default RMS
accelerations corresponding to each velocity and equivalent conicity case.
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From Tables 6.3 and 6.4 it can be observed that at 33.5 ms−1 and the highest
equivalent conicity (0.5) cases, the RMS accelerations are still reduced significantly
for the nonlinear case, but the reductions in percentage terms are smaller than in
the corresponding linear cases. This is because the optimisation did not include
nonlinear contact modelling. In addition, it is positive to see that for lower conicity
and velocity cases there are no large increases in RMS acceleration (of over 10%) in
Table 6.4. Table 6.5 shows the percentage difference in the RMS carbody acceleration
for each standalone case (conicity, velocity and configuration type) when comparing the
nonlinear contact model simulations with the linear ones. It can be seen that for every
case, the linear contact model over-predicts carbody acceleration, and furthermore,
this over-prediction in general is exacerbated as the conicity (or equivalent conicity)
increases. This phenomenon occurs due to the fact that the equivalent conicity of the
measured wheel-pairs, is measured at a lateral offset of 3 mm, and between 0 - 3 mm
lateral offset, the gradient of the rolling radius difference graph will most likely be
flatter. Note that the raw values of the RMS carbody acceleration are reported in
Tables 6.6 and 6.7 for respectively the optimisations using linear contact modelling,
and the nonlinear contact modelling validation checks.
Eq. Conicity 0.1 Eq. Conicity 0.3 Eq. Conicity 0.5 PYS (%)
Layout Velocity (ms−1) Velocity (ms−1) Velocity (ms−1) of S1
(% ∆) 11.2 22.4 33.5 11.2 22.4 33.5 11.2 22.4 33.5 default
S1a - - - - - - - - - 98
S1b 0.00 -3.08 -0.63 -1.54 -5.05 -2.12 -3.60 -6.36 -5.14 79
S2 7.21 4.66 3.48 6.20 0.92 -2.42 0.72 -3.62 -11.78 53
S3 4.50 1.55 0.95 3.10 -1.83 -1.81 -2.16 -6.33 -6.04 59
S4 8.11 3.63 3.48 4.65 1.38 0.00 -1.44 -2.26 -7.55 53
Table 6.4 Percentage reductions (−) or increases (+) in RMS carbody acceleration
(concerning the four-axle model Fig. 3.6 for reduced PYS) for S2, S3, and S4 when com-
pared to the default suspension (S1a), when measured wheel-rail pairs, and nonlinear
contact modelling is used, for each conicity and velocity combination.
Eq. Conicity 0.1 Eq. Conicity 0.3 Eq. Conicity 0.5 PYS (%)
(% Velocity (ms−1) Velocity (ms−1) Velocity (ms−1) of S1
∆) 11.2 22.4 33.5 11.2 22.4 33.5 11.2 22.4 33.5 default
S1a -5.93 -4.46 -1.25 -14.00 -13.15 -7.28 -10.90 -12.65 -13.80 98
S1b -5.93 -3.08 -0.95 -14.67 -14.11 -6.92 -13.55 -13.81 -14.44 79
S2 -7.03 -6.91 -3.25 -16.97 -17.29 -3.58 -16.67 -19.92 -6.71 53
S3 -6.45 -5.77 -1.85 -16.35 -13.71 -8.71 -14.47 -13.75 -14.56 59
S4 -6.25 -6.54 -2.68 -17.18 -15.97 -6.76 -16.46 -18.18 -7.55 53
Table 6.5 Percentage reductions in RMS carbody acceleration (when optimising the
the four-axle model Fig. 3.6 for reduced PYS) considering the nonlinear simulation
results relative to the linear simulations for each conicity, velocity, and layout case.
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Eq. Conicity 0.1 Eq. Conicity 0.3 Eq. Conicity 0.5
Velocity (ms−1) 11.2 22.4 33.5 11.2 22.4 33.5 11.2 22.4 33.5
S1a 0.059 0.101 0.160 0.075 0.126 0.179 0.078 0.127 0.192
S2 0.064 0.109 0.169 0.083 0.133 0.168 0.084 0.133 0.157
S3 0.062 0.104 0.163 0.080 0.124 0.178 0.080 0.120 0.182
S4 0.064 0.107 0.168 0.082 0.132 0.178 0.082 0.132 0.166
Table 6.6 RMS carbody acceleration values for each velocity, conicity, and suspension
configuration case as a result of the linearised optimisations for reduced PYS performed
in Section 6.2, which concern the four-axle model (Fig. 3.6).
Eq. Conicity 0.1 Eq. Conicity 0.3 Eq. Conicity 0.5
Velocity (ms−1) 11.2 22.4 33.5 11.2 22.4 33.5 11.2 22.4 33.5
S1a 0.056 0.097 0.158 0.065 0.109 0.166 0.070 0.111 0.166
S2 0.060 0.101 0.164 0.069 0.110 0.162 0.070 0.107 0.146
S3 0.058 0.098 0.160 0.067 0.107 0.163 0.068 0.104 0.156
S4 0.060 0.100 0.164 0.068 0.111 0.166 0.069 0.108 0.153
Table 6.7 RMS carbody acceleration values for each velocity, conicity, and suspension
configuration case when the optimised vehicle’s performances are re-evaluated using
nonlinear wheel-rail contact data.
Figure 6.7 shows how the RMS acceleration varies with a continuous range of
vehicle velocity from 20 - 100 mph (8.9 - 44.7 ms−1). It can be seen that in contrast
to the low equivalent conicity case (0.1), the RMS carbody accelerations at the high
equivalent conicity cases (0.3 and 0.5) obtained with the beneficial inertance-integrated
configurations can be reduced further at higher vehicle speeds, comparing with the
default suspension. These observations are consistent with the optimisation targets
introduced in Section 6.2.
Further analysis of the vehicle’s dynamics when using nonlinear wheel-rail contact
data yield that bogie hunting behaviour begins at 100 mph, and that the inertance
integrated suspensions S2 and S4 can induce higher peak and high frequency accelera-
tions on the bogie and carbody (see Fig. 6.8). However, when an inerter is placed in
parallel with a damper (S3), these effects are minimised.
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S1a - 98% PYS
S1b - 79% PYS
S2 - 53% PYS
S3 - 59% PYS
S4 - 53% PYS
(a) Equivalent Conicity 0.5.
Vehicle velocity (ms−1)


























(b) Equivalent Conicity 0.3.
Vehicle velocity (ms−1)

























(c) Equivalent Conicity 0.1.
Fig. 6.7 Continuous velocity RMS carbody acceleration checks using nonlinear wheel-
rail contact data. The vertical dashed line denotes the operational velocity of 33.5 ms−1.
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Frequency analysis
The following plots display the timeseries and frequency content of the carbody
acceleration of vehicles with default and optimised primary lateral suspensions. Fig-
ures 6.9(a)-(d) show timeseries of the carbody’s lateral motion above the front bogie at
equivalent conicity 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5 at 33.5 ms−1, and 0.1 at 40 ms−1. All six primary
lateral suspension configurations considered in Table 6.2 are displayed.
The Power Spectral Densities (PSDs) of the timeseries shown in Figures 6.9(a)-(d)
are shown in Fig. 6.10. Note that S1 and S1a lines are consistently very similar in
nature. Observing Fig. 6.10(b) and (c) (detailing the nominal operating situations) the
benefits of the inertance-integrated structures to passenger comfort are most prominent
above 4 Hz; and similar to very slightly worse dynamic behaviour can be seen within
the lower rigid-body frequency range. In Fig. 6.10(b) and (c) there is a brief frequency
range (4 - 6 Hz) where S2 can be seen to be most beneficial, with S4 still providing
significant benefits in this zone.
It is worth observing that for all curves generated at 33.5 ms−1 (Fig. 6.10(a)-(c)),
in general, increasing the equivalent conicity increases the amplitude of response of
the higher rigid-body modes (above 4 Hz), and decreases the responses of the lower
rigid-body modes (below 4 Hz). This can be explained by the fact that increasing
conicity increases the rrd, hence increases the centring forces. This results in a higher
frequency of the motion of the wheelsets, and a more complex model interaction. It
is positive to see that in all of these three cases, the inertance integrated structure,
S2, provides the best reduction in amplitude between 4 - 6 Hz, however at equivalent
conicity 0.1, the response is slightly deteriorated at 2 Hz when this configuration is used.
The 40 ms−1 and Equivalent Conicity 0.1 case is used to observe the likely behavior
at for a vehicle travelling at ‘high-speed’ and ‘low conicity’. It can be seen that the
inertance-integrated structures perform less well than in the 33.5 ms−1 cases; nominally
decreasing the performance below 4 Hz, and slightly increasing the performance above
4 Hz. This can be explained by the fact that 40ms −1 is not the optimisation velocity.
The waterfall style plots of Fig. 6.11(a) and (b) show the one-sided full amplitude
FFT of two carbody acceleration timeseries (optimised S4, at equivalent conicity 0.1,
and at both 33.5 ms−1 and 40ms −1), plotted against both frequency and time - i.e.
the power spectrum of the signal at a number of time intervals. The vehicle stability
will decrease as the forward velocity increases, however the vehicle is deemed stable
at 40 ms−1 and equivalent conicity 0.1 due to the stable nature of Figures 6.9(d)
and 6.11(b). It can be observed from Fig. 6.11 that the S4 configuration produces a
shift towards higher amplitudes at lower rigid-body modes at a higher speed. This
phenomena is exacerbated by larger track perturbations at roughly 110 seconds.
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(a) Equivalent Conicity 0.1, 33.5 ms−1.






(b) Equivalent Conicity 0.3, 33.5 ms−1.






(c) Equivalent Conicity 0.5, 33.5 ms−1.







(d) Equivalent Conicity 0.1, 40 ms−1.
Fig. 6.9 Acceleration timeseries of vehicles with the default suspension (comparing
changes in PYS) and optimised suspensions, when subjected to a track with a rated
line speed of 160 kph.
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(a) Equivalent Conicity 0.1, 33.5 ms−1.




(b) Equivalent Conicity 0.3, 33.5 ms−1.




(c) Equivalent Conicity 0.5, 33.5 ms−1.





(d) Equivalent Conicity 0.1, 40 ms−1.
Fig. 6.10 PSD plots of vehicles with the default suspension (comparing changes in
PYS) and optimised suspensions, when subjected to a track with a rated line speed of
160 kph.
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(a) Equivalent Conicity 0.1, 33.5 ms−1, S4 - 53 % PYS.
(b) Equivalent Conicity 0.1, 40 ms−1, S4 - 53 % PYS.
Fig. 6.11 3D Waterfall plots of Carbody acceleration amplitude, frequency and time,
for a vehicle with an optimised lateral suspension layout S4, at 0.1 conicity, and at
33.5 ms−1 and an increased speed of 40 ms−1.
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Peak counting assessment
As well as analysing carbody acceleration with nonlinear wheel-rail contact data vs
velocity and a PSD analysis, peak counting assessments, in accordance with The Rail
Safety and Standards Board (RSSB) Railway Group Standard GM/RT2141 [119], have
been performed. The peak counting method of vehicle safety assessment states that
only certain percentage of peak accelerations (maxima in the acceleration vs time
curve) may exceed a certain level of acceleration, measured in g. This percentage
exceedance threshold value decreases with increasing discrete levels of acceleration, as
the situation is becoming more and more dangerous, and the vehicle more susceptible
to derailment and roll-over. This is denoted by the bold black line in Fig. 6.12.
All vehicles with optimised primary lateral suspensions, at all velocity and conicity
combinations, have been subject to a lateral peak counting assessment (a function
which is built into VAMPIRE®); in every assessment the vehicle has passed, I.E.
the curves lie within the safe region, below the threshold line. Figure 6.12 shows
an example result, for S1 default and optimised S2, at 0.3 and 0.5 conicity, and at
33.5 ms−1 (the two most critical cases).
Carbody Acceleration (g)


























S1 Def, Con 0.3, 33.5ms−1
S2 Opt, Con 0.3, 33.5ms−1
S1 Def, Con 0.5, 33.5ms−1
S2 Opt, Con 0.5, 33.5ms−1
Fig. 6.12 Peak counting results for a nonlinear analysis of vehicles with the S1 default
suspension layout, and the optimised S2 layout, at the two highest equivalent conicity
cases, and at the vehicle’s rated velocity of 33.5 ms−1.
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6.3.2 Reductions in Network Rail Variable Usage Charge (VUC)
Reducing a vehicle’s PYS improves curving performance, and therefore reduces rail
surface damage (both wear and rolling contact fatigue) during curving, due to lower
values of Tγ . The benefits can be assessed using the VUC. This is made up of charges
arising from signals, tracks, other structures and surface damage, and is calculated
using the Network Rail spreadsheet found in [2].
Figure 6.13 shows how the VUC (measured in pence/vehicle mile) changes when
the inertance-integrated suspensions allow the PYS to be reduced. Note that only the
surface damage portion is affected by a reduced PYS. It can be seen that the S2 and
S4 configurations with 53% PYS delivers a 26% reduction in VUC, whilst the S1b and
S3 layouts, which respectively have a PYS of 59% and 79% give VUC reductions of
18% and 10%. These results are very beneficial from an economic perspective, and it
is anticipated that rolling stock manufacturers will be inspired by these figures, and
future research, to adopt the inerter as a standard railway vehicle suspension element
in the future.




























Fig. 6.13 The effect that reducing the PYS of the four-axle vehicle has on the VUC,
for each beneficial suspension configuration.
6.3.3 Additional vehicle dynamics assessments using measured con-
tact data
This section considers the behaviour of vehicles with inertance-integrated suspensions
in curved transitions and when subject to one-off peak lateral irregularities; both legal
requirements which must be adhered to.
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Curve transitions
When a railway vehicle approaches a curve, the track is designed to transition from a
straight line to a steady state curve. This can be achieved with a linear increase in the
applied cant and rate of curvature (i.e. the inverse of curve radius). In the steady-state
section of the curve, where the radius and cant do not change, the contact forces reduce
with a reduced PYS (as implied in Section 6.3.2). In this section, the vehicle behaviour
in curve transitions are considered to check whether the reduced PYS and optimised
inerter-based suspensions will cause any unwanted behaviour. Simulations have been
carried out for the vehicle approaching a 200 m radius curve, with a 100 mm applied
cant running at at a speed of 18 ms−1 to give the maximum permitted cant deficiency
of 150 mm [120]; a transition length of 40 m is used to give the worst-case cant gradient
of 1:400 [120]. Vehicles with suspension layouts S2, S3 and S4, as well as a default
vehicle with a PYS of 53% of the default value are compared. Here the default vehicle
modified with a PYS of 53% is shown to allow us to see how the addition of optimised
inerter-based lateral suspensions affects the overall dynamics. The vehicle is travelling
through a right-hand curve, and a new P8 wheel [121] combined with a new CEN60E2
rail has been used in these simulations. The changes in curvature and cant are shown
in Fig. 6.14.
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Fig. 6.14 Showing how the track curvature and cant angle vary in the tight curve
when performing the curve transition vehicle dynamics assessment
Figures 6.15(b) and 6.16(b) show how the lateral contact forces for the right wheel
on wheelset 1 and the left wheel on wheelset 2 (where the highest forces occur) on
the front bogie vary during the initial 2 m in a curve transition. Figures 6.15(a) and
6.16(a) show the whole of the initial transient period. The forces for the S1a, S2, S3
and S4 vehicles (with respective PYSs of 53%, 59%, 53%, and 59%) are largely similar
for the majority of the 40 m duration, yet it can be seen from Fig. 6.15 that the peak
lateral forces for inertance-integrated layouts are slightly higher than for the default
vehicle with 53% PYS, and the peaks are at a greater distance from the start of the
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Fig. 6.15 Lateral forces at the right (inner) wheel of wheelset 1 in the initial section
of the curve transition. (a) shows the full curve transition (from 100 - 140 m), and (b)
shows in more detail the lateral force variations at the start of the transition. Note
the S1 configuration has a modified PYS of 53%.
transition. For the left wheel on the second wheelset (Fig. 6.16), S2 gives the greatest
peak lateral force whilst S3 and S4 display peak lateral forces similar in magnitude to
the conventional vehicle with 53% PYS.
















Fig. 6.16 Lateral forces at the left (outer) wheel of wheelset 2 in the initial section of
the curve transition. (a) shows the full curve transition (from 100 - 140 m), and (b)
shows in more detail the lateral force variations at the start of the transition.
One-off peak lateral irregularities
To further investigate the lateral dynamic behaviour of the inertance-integrated suspen-
sions, VAMPIRE® simulations have been carried out to replicate the lateral dynamic
force calculation in the standard: GM/TT0088 Permissible Track Forces for Railway
Vehicles [122]. GM/TT0088 states that the vehicle must not subject the track to lateral
forces greater than:
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YAmax =
WL
3 + 10, (6.2)
where YA is the lateral force transmitted per axle box, and WL is the static axle-load.
The BogiePassenger 39t 15yaw vehicle has a total vehicle mass of 39 tonnes; therefore
an axle load of 96 kN, hence, using Eq. (6.2) the maximum lateral force permissible per
wheel is 42 kN. GM/TT0088 suggests that the lateral track force calculation must be
performed on a vehicle travelling at its maximum speed, at maximum cant deficiency
which then encounters a lateral kink with a gradient of 0.0039 rad. The applied cant is
128 mm, the curving radius is 600 m, and the vehicle is travelling at 33.5 ms−1, giving
a cant deficiency of 150 mm. The kink has a total span of 6 m, and consists of a lateral
ramped track deflection of 11.7 mm. For the simulations presented in this section,
again, a new P8 wheel [121], combined with a new CEN60E2 rail has been used, and
it should be noted that the kink occurs during the steady state section of the curve.




















Fig. 6.17 Total lateral wheelset force on wheelsets 1 and 2, using a 2 m sliding window
average, for the optimised inertance-integrated suspensions. Note the S1 configuration
has a modified PYS of 53%.
Figure 6.17 shows the sum of the lateral forces across the wheelset, ΣYA, when
the vehicle passes through the kink. The outputs are filtered using a 2 m moving
average, as GM/TT0088 states that only lateral forces that are sustained for distances
of 2 m or more shall be taken into account in the analysis. It is shown that the
inertance-integrated suspension can increase the peak lateral forces, most notably when
using the S4 layout, however, for every case it remains significantly lower than the
GM/TT0088 limit of 42 kN.
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6.4 Summary
The final chapter of this thesis has detailed an investigation into the relative mer-
its of including optimised inertance-integrated suspension devices into a four-axle,
VAMPIRE® railway vehicle model. Using MATLAB® and VAMPIRE® in con-
junction with one another, for respectively optimisation and simulation purposes, it
has been determined that when inerters are included in the lateral component of the
trailing arm bush, and certain beneficial suspension configurations are optimised, the
PYS is permitted to reduce by up to 47%, equating to a monetary VUC saving of 26%.
The passenger comfort remains at an adequate level, or in the most beneficial case
it itself reduces by 18.5%. Extra nonlinear testing yields no significant performance
detriment.
Using the VAMPIRE® VTISM model detailed in Chapter 3, Section 3.3, beneficial
suspension configurations have been chosen using a modified version of the structure-
immittance approach. VAMPIRE® and MATLAB® have been combined in the
optimisation procedure, with the cost function being PYS, and constraint being RMS
lateral carbody acceleration (the passenger comfort measure). Nine speed and conicity
combinations are used, to represent a range of operating conditions, and at the seven
least critical speed and conicity cases, the passenger comfort constraint has been
relaxed by 10%. For a fair comparison, when the default rubber bush is optimised
in the suspension, reductions in PYS of only 2% are attainable, however, when the
parameter space is widened, and tailored inertance-integrated fluid passageways are
employed, the most beneficial layout yields a PYS reduction of 47%. A PYS reduction
of this magnitude would allow the VUC to drop by 26% and hence provide significant
financial benefit to the railway industry.
The results of nonlinear contact modelling validation conclude that whilst the
linear contact model (used in the optimisations) is very useful for increasing computa-
tional efficiency for the optimisation, it can over predict the vehicle’s lateral dynamic
behaviour, especially at higher equivalent conicities. Notwithstanding, when using
linear contact modelling, for the case with the highest vehicle speed and wheel conicity,
the RMS carbody acceleration was reduced by 18.5% comparing with the default value,
and when nonlinear contact modelling checks were carried out, the largest reduction
was 12%. In addition, industrial measures such as curved transitions and one-off
peak lateral irregularities have been assessed, on the vehicles modelled with nonlinear
contact data, to demonstrate that the reduced PYS suspension meets the required
performance. Peak counting analysis concludes that all accelerations lie within the
safe range, and in curve transitions, only a slight detriment to peak lateral forces is
observed, however these values still lie well within legal limits.
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The overall conclusion of this project can be drawn from this final technical chapter;
namely, there is increasing evidence that including optimised inerter-based devices in
the primary suspensions of railway vehicles can allow their PYSs to be reduced, whilst
ride quality and other performance criteria are maintained, or also improved. This
PYS reduction would in turn reduce track and wheel wear, and diminish the associated
maintenance costs.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and future work
This thesis has demonstrated the potential which the inerter can bring to both the
vibration suppression and trackwear reduction of railway vehicles. It has been shown,
using numerical simulation and optimisation, that beneficial inerter-based lateral
suspension configurations permit a significant reduction in PYS, resulting in a VUC
saving of 26%, whilst the vehicle’s passenger comfort levels are maintained. This
chapter summarises the results, findings and conclusions from this work, and also
proposes further avenues of research required to aid the progression of this effective
passive technology into industry.
7.1 Conclusions
7.1.1 Methods and models
The first technical chapter, Chapter 3, provided a framework of the models and methods
that were used throughout this thesis. The first model introduced was the 6 DOF, two-
axle, MATLAB® railway vehicle model, typical of a freight vehicle wagon. The inputs
to the system were set out as ramped timeseries of track curvature and cant angle, and
certain different types of lateral track input, to assess straight running and curving
performance respectively. The processes by which these measures were quantified
introduced and discussed: both Random and standard (real) rated tracks being used to
assess the vehicle’s passenger comfort, and Tγ being used as the performance measure
for trackwear. Initial assessments of the vehicle’s curving performance with the default
lateral suspension structure demonstrated that transient carbody accelerations in the
transition period are negligible in comparison to the carbody accelerations found in
Chapter 4 when assessing straight running performance.
Also in this chapter, the four-axle VAMPIRE® vehicle model was introduced,
and aspects such as the suspension layouts and equivalent conicity were discussed.
VAMPIRE® was briefly introduced as a widely-used multi-body dynamics modelling
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software, with many different file types and their applications to this project discussed.
The process by which inerters are modelled in VAMPIRE® was defined and a case
study was presented on how to mitigate the end-stiffness effects that the inerter
inherently brings, when working in an environment that is predominately made up of
mass and spring elements.
The key points to note from Chapter 3 are as follows:
• The MATLAB®, two-axle freight vehicle model was introduced, with curving
and straight running performance indices established. It was found that the
transient carbody accelerations seen in curved transitions were negligible in
comparison with accelerations exhibited when undertaking a straight running
assessment.
• A four-axle passenger railway vehicle model was introduced in the commonly used
modelling software, VAMPIRE® , and modelling techniques and the concept of
equivalent conicity were discussed.
• The implementation of the inerter into VAMPIRE® was validated using a
two-mass model, considering inerter end-stiffness and end-damping effects.
7.1.2 Improving trackwear and passenger comfort using optimised
inerter-based networks in a simplified two-axle railway vehicle
Whilst Chapter 3 focussed on models and methods, it was shown in Chapter 4 that the
incorporation and optimisation of inerter-based structures in the lateral suspension of
railway vehicles can concurrently improve passenger comfort and decrease trackwear.
It was also discovered that when these optimised lateral suspensions are used in
conjunction with an optimised HALL-bush longitudinal suspension structure, the
concurrent improvement in both ride comfort and trackwear is further enhanced.
Using the two-axle MATLAB® freight vehicle model introduced in Chapter 3,
which has a rated velocity of 31 ms−1, five inerter-based layouts were introduced as
candidate lateral suspensions. The different types of track data are assessed and it was
discovered that the PSD of the Random Track was focused towards lower frequencies,
thus it was decided that Track160 and Track110 (real 5 km lengths of track rated at
160 kph and 110 kph) were to be used for the bulk of the analysis in Chapter 3. RMS
lateral carbody acceleration reductions of up to 45% were found to be feasible with
the most optimum, lateral inerter-based layouts, using patternsearch and fminsearch
optimisation techniques. A continuous velocity assessment of the vehicle dynamics with
all optimised devices concluded that the more complex layouts with a single parallel
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inerter provide the most benefit to straight running performance, although there is
a wide variation in RMS acceleration over all layouts when the vehicle accelerates
forwards.
Quantifying trackwear using the energy lost at the wheel-rail contact patch,
Tγ , curving analysis in Chapter 4 concluded that whilst the use of inerters in the
lateral suspension cannot directly reduce Tγ , it enables the PYS to be reduced whilst
also reducing carbody accelerations under straight running conditions, which in turn
allows for a reduction in Tγ . Reducing the PYS by 50% and implementing the most
beneficial inerter-based layout in the lateral suspension yielded a Tγ reduction of 75%
and a passenger comfort improvement of 33%. Further analysis demonstrated that
inerter-based configurations in the lateral suspension provide added benefits when an
optimised HALL-bush configuration, is used as the longitudinal suspension. Combined
with the longitudinal HALL-bush, the passenger comfort improvement rises to 40%.
When the most beneficial inerter-based layout was compared to the default lateral
layout, both combined with the HALL-bush structure in the longitudinal suspension, a
passenger comfort improvement of 25% could be achieved. The vehicle improvements
were shown in plots detailing the curving vs straight running performance trade-off,
discussed in Section 2.1. It was noted that when the default HALL-bush was used in
conjunction with the default lateral suspension structure, both straight running and
curving performance improved with reduced PYS, rather than there being a trade-off
(see the semi-diagonal dotted black line in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8). This demonstrated
that the HALL-bush is already an effective mechanism of combating this underlying
trade-off.
The main conclusions that can be drawn from Chapter 4 are as follows:
• When solely optimising passenger comfort, the most beneficial inerter-based
suspension layout can provide an RMS lateral carbody acceleration reduction of
45%, when compared to the default layout.
• A continuous velocity assessment concludes that configurations with single parallel
inerters provide the most optimum performance across a range of vehicle speeds.
• It has been shown that using optimised inerter-based lateral suspensions permits
the PYS to be reduced, which reduces trackwear, yet also decreases carbody
acceleration, improving passenger comfort.
• When an optimised HALL-bush longitudinal suspension structure is used in
conjunction with the most optimum lateral inerter-based device, the passenger
comfort improvement rises to 40% when compared with the default version of
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both structures; and 25% when compared with an optimised HALL-bush and
default lateral suspension.
7.1.3 The location matrix method of dynamic system simulation
Whilst the analysis and optimisations of Chapter 4 were performed on a two-axle
railway vehicle model in MATLAB®, the aim of Chapter 5 was to enable the analysis
and optimisation of a more complex and realistic railway vehicle when exported from
an industrial piece of software (VAMPIRE®) in MCK matrix form.
Chapter 5 introduced, derived and validated a method for simulating dynamic
systems by which interchangeable suspension elements can be incorporated at certain
locations via their admittance functions in the Laplace domain, whilst the base mass,
stiffness and damping matrices remain unchanged. This Laplace to state-space location
matrix method has the potential to allow large scale dynamic systems exported
from industrial software to be analysed, and chosen suspension networks with known
admittance functions to be optimised for a range of cost functions. This method can
be applied when one wishes to optimise suspension parameters that are not already
introduced to industrial dynamic systems, and when these systems are highly complex
and the equations of motion are near-impossible to decipher. Each simulation step,
it was shown to allow an input of the admittance function of a proposed suspension
network, however the simulation occurs in time-domain state space-form, avoiding
large and challenging matrix inversions and algebraic loops created by introducing
inerters. These challenges were extensive during the initial railway vehicle validation
phase. The large numbers of DOF involved made the transfer functions within the
matrices extremely high in order, resulting in impossible MATLAB® matrix-of-transfer-
functions inversions. This aspect was the main motivation for developing the location
matrix simulation method.
The method developed in Chapter 5 was built on the fact that the location
matrix (which defines the coupling positioning of additional suspension networks
along with scaling factors) of an additional suspension device can be decomposed into
decomposition matrices. When it is not feasible or impossible to correctly infer these
matrices from the large dynamic system, eigenvalue decompositions or SVDs take
place. Combining these with the non-unique canonical decomposition of the force to
acceleration transfer function of the suspension device in question, extra, fictitious,
states are introduced to the dynamics, and are present in the final state-space time-
domain set of equations.
The method was successfully validated using a simple two-mass MATLAB model,
and for a range of inerter and non-inerter based suspension networks, to an extremely
high degree of accuracy. Both decomposition techniques yield correct results and
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both forcing inputs have been tested. When applied to the VTISM four-axle railway
introduced in Chapter 3, a much higher-order model, the system responses to small
to medium forcing inputs were deemed correct. However, as the inputs and resulting
displacements become higher, the system became more and more nonlinear due to the
presence of asymmetric normal forcing at the wheel-rail contact patch. The changes in
base stiffness and damping matrices became significant and could no longer be ignored,
therefore the location matrix method became less effective at simulating responses.
This method has potential to produce preliminary optimisations for linearised
railway vehicle models, however to perform a robust and nonlinear analysis and
optimisation of the realistic passenger vehicle model, it was deemed inevitable that
the VAMPIRE® simulations would have to be performed at each iteration.
The main conclusions from Chapter 5 are as follows:
• The location matrix method of dynamic system simulation has been established
to enable interchangeable and optimisable suspension structures to be applied to
complex dynamic systems, at known locations.
• This Laplace-domain to time-domain state space transformation ensures that no
algebraic loops (due to inerters in Simulink®) arise and that effectively admit-
tance function optimisations (immittance-based approach to network synthesis)
can take place on complicated external models.
• The method was successfully validated using a simple two-mass model, and each
location matrix decomposition technique yielded very similar results.
• When applied to the exported MCK matrices of the VTISM four axle VAM-
PIRE model, the method was found to become less accurate as the external
forces increased, due to the presence of nonlinearly varying normal contact force
variations at the wheel-rail contact patch.
7.1.4 Reducing trackwear on a four-axle industrial model in using
a commercially available railway vehicle modelling software,
VAMPIRE®
The final chapter of this thesis exhibited an investigation into the relative mer-
its of including optimised inertance-integrated suspension devices into a four-axle,
VAMPIRE® railway vehicle model. Using the VAMPIRE® VTISM model, beneficial
suspension configurations were chosen using a modified version of the structure-
immittance approach. VAMPIRE® and MATLAB® were used in conjunction with
one another in the optimisation procedure, with the cost function being PYS, and
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constraint being RMS lateral carbody acceleration (the passenger comfort measure).
Nine speed and conicity combinations were used, representing a range of operating
conditions, and at the seven least critical speed and conicity combinations, the pas-
senger comfort constraint was relaxed by 10%. To form a fair comparison, when the
default rubber bush was optimised in the suspension, reductions in PYS of only 2%
were attainable, however, when the parameter space is widened, and tailored inertance-
integrated fluid passageways were employed, the most beneficial layout permitted a
PYS reduction of 47%. A PYS reduction of this magnitude would allow the VUC to
drop by 26% and hence benefit to the railway industry significantly.
The results of a set of nonlinear contact modelling validation tests concluded that
whilst the linear contact model (used in the optimisations) is very useful for increasing
computational efficiency for the optimisation, it was found to over-predict the vehicle’s
lateral dynamic behaviour, especially at higher equivalent conicities. Nevertheless,
when using linear contact modelling, for the case with the highest vehicle speed and
wheel conicity, the RMS carbody acceleration was reduced by 18.5% compared with the
default value, and when nonlinear contact modelling checks were carried out, the largest
reduction was 12%; still significant. In addition, industrial measures such as curved
transitions and one-off peak lateral irregularities were assessed on the vehicles modelled
with nonlinear contact data to demonstrate that the reduced PYS suspension meets
the required performance. Peak counting analysis concluded that all accelerations lie
within the safe range, for all conicity and speed combinations, and for both a lateral
and vertical acceleration assessment. Finally, in curve transition simulations, only a
slight detriment to peak lateral forces was observed; these forces were well within legal
limits.
The following conclusions can be drawn from the findings of Chapter 6:
• Using MATLAB® and VAMPIRE® in co-simulation, it has been discovered
that with the use of optimised inertance-based lateral suspensions, the PYS can
be reduced by up to 47%, whilst the passenger comfort remains at a satisfactory
level, and at the most critical conicity and speed combination, the passenger
comfort improves by 18%.
• Validation testing using nonlinear contact modelling yield lower acceleration
values in general, due to the fact that equivalent conicity is measured at a 3 mm
lateral offset, and PSD analyses consolidate the improved performance.
• Industry standard tests (such as peak counting, curved transitions and one-off
peak lateral irregularities) have been performed on the optimised vehicles and
no significant detriment to performance has been discovered.
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7.2 Future work
The main finding of this thesis is as follows:
Including optimised inertance-integrated devices in the primary suspensions of railway
vehicles can allow their Primary Yaw Stiffnesses to be reduced, reducing track and wheel
maintenance costs, whilst ride quality and other performance criteria are maintained,
or also improved.
This statement, and the project in general, forms a preliminary step towards to the
inclusion of inerters in railway vehicle suspension systems. There is a significant
amount of further analysis, validation, and decision making that needs to be performed,
however, before industry can be confident in investing in such technologies, as the
overall monetary savings, and the secondary improvements from a customer satisfaction
perspective due to reduced amounts of maintenance work disruptions, need to outweigh
the costs of such a step-change in infrastructure. This section briefly proposes such
research and development work.
7.2.1 Optimisation and vehicle modelling development
Firstly, it is suggested that the optimisation procedure itself has potential for im-
provement and updating. The list of potential constraints and performance criteria
for optimisation (such as many different types of stability, critical speed, passenger
comfort, trackwear) is an extremely long one, therefore care must be taken when
deciding which to analyse in the optimisations. Also, from a practical perspective,
there is only so much theoretical analysis and optimisation that one should realistically
dedicate time to, pre the validation testing phase, as slight discrepancies in performance
will inevitably arise from unpredictable factors which may occur when inerters are
implemented, or for a number of other reasons. Improved computational efficiency will
enhance the optimisations further, and it is suggested that further optimisations should
be performed on a vehicle model which includes a complete representation of wheel
rail contact. This model would utilise actual wheel and rail profiles, hence nonlinear
rrd, along with flange contact and creep force saturation techniques. Furthermore,
consideration should also be given to how the inerter affects the vehicle’s dynam-
ics closer to it’s kinematic stability boundary; with a greater emphasis on curving
performance. This would effectively push the solution towards the outer portion of
its performance envelope in relation to the steering vs stability compromise. Also,
increasing the number of layouts optimised over increases the likelihood of enabling a
yet further decreased PYS. However, as mentioned in the latter part of this section,
the feasibility of physically assembling these beneficial configurations into the vehicles
should be taken into account.
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The analysis would also benefit from some form of weighting placed on each
conicity and velocity in the optimisations, as some combinations are inherently more
critical than others. This has been done to an extent in this thesis, by capping the
permissible carbody acceleration increase at zero for the highest speeds and conicity,
and introducing a 10% relaxed constraint for all other cases. However, a deeper
investigation into how permissible higher levels of acceleration at lower conicities are
is required. Expertise from industry would be beneficial when deciding on factors
such as these. Future industry standard studies would benefit from identifying the
benefits that inerter-based suspensions can bring over optimised lateral suspensions
with an optimised longitudinal HALL-bush included. This would strengthen the case to
industry that the inerter’s addition outweighs that of merely a longitudinal HALL-bush.
Note that this has been established already on a simplified two-axle model in Chapter 4.
Inerters have been proven beneficial to vertical passenger comfort when imple-
mented in the vertical suspension, using a simplified two-axle model [103], therefore
further research on an industry standard model would benefit from similar analysis,
even potentially including inerters in the longitudinal direction. Within this analysis,
it would be highly beneficial to include a cyclic-top style assessment, where a vehicle
bounces and causes dips in the rail due to vertical track irregularities, as the results
would be heavily dependent on the vehicle’s vertical suspension. Furthermore, the
most natural next step from a vehicle modelling point of view is to consider a real
world vehicle (a Mark 4 coach for example) rather than a partially simplified VTISM
library model.
7.2.2 Physical suspension realisations
One of the most important questions that will no doubt be posed when it comes to
the real-world application of inertance-integrated suspensions is how the beneficial
configurations will be realised in a fluid passageway bushing structure, and how these
devices will be physically implemented into the trailing-arm bush structure.
A reverse engineering approach utilising hydraulic to mechanical network synthesis
is likely to be employed, leading to optimisable design parameters of piston area,
chamber volumetric stiffness, and inertia track geometry (providing the inertance)
rather than the original parameters (stiffness, damping and inertance). The parameter
space (i.e the upper and lower bounds) for each of these aspects is highly dependent
on the type of combined fluid passageway bushing device that is used, and the amount
of space which is available to insert such a device.
Regarding physical implementation, it is anticipated that feasibility studies will
need to be conducted on the extent to which current bogies will either need to be
re-designed, or retrofitted; the outcomes of which will have a large impact on costing,
manufacturing, and the time-scale of implementation.
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7.2.3 Validation testing
One of the latter stages in readying the proposed inertance-integrated suspensions
for industrial uptake is the experimental testing of scaled and full-scale prototypes in
environments similar to those which railway vehicles would experience in the real world.
The first phase of this testing is likely to be of a sub-structuring nature, involving
scaled inertance-integrated suspension prototypes. After this initial validation, the
next phase of physical implementation is anticipated to be on a full-scale roller-rig.
Once the benefits of such a suspension have been successfully validated in this harsh,
real world environment, the technology has much potential to be adopted across the
industry and bring a step change to railway vehicle performance.
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